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ABSTRACT

In this thesis the Bethe ansatz technique (Bethe [5]) will be used to solve the

two-magnon problem fo¡ finite ferromagnetic chains of arbitrarS' spin. The effects

of uniaxial exchange anisotropy, single-ion anisotropy, and magnetic flelds will be

considered. The inclusion of the latter two efects extends the work of Hodgson and

Parkinson [17].

Using the results obtained from difiering values of the anisotropy parame-

ters various two-magnon spectra will be plotted and studied. These piots will be

compared with similar ones found in papers on both finite and infinite chains.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Since the time of the great Greek and Roman civilizations mankind has mar-

'elled 
at the rvonders of magnetism. The ancient Roman poet, Lucretius carus u,as

one to reflect upon this phenomenon:

"Nou sing n1A muse, for tis'a weighty cause

Etplain th,e magnet, why it strongly draws,..."l7l.

At the time, the most sophisticated theory of magnetism invoh,ed efiuvia,

rvhich t'ere invisible emanations or a sort of dynamical field.

In the trvent¡. or so centuries follou'ing these first early musings our knorvl-

edge of magnetism has increased immensely. Names such as Gilbert, Descartes,

Coulomb, Poisson, Oersted, Ampere, Farada¡', and Maxrvell figured prominantlS, l¡
the development of magnetic theorv up to the 1g00's (an excellent historical ac-

count of magnetism is found in x4attis [25]). Hou'ever it rvas 1g07 before the fi¡st

significant step toward expìaining the properties of ordered magnetic mate¡ials ¡vas

made. This step was the mean field theory proposed by \4reiss.

Weiss made the ad hoc proposal th¿t in addition to anv external applied mag-

netic field there existed an internal effective field producing a parallel spin alignment

in ferromagnets. Bv assuming that lhis field rvas proportional to the magnetization

\4/eiss rvas able to account for the existence of a phase transition at some critical

temperature and the observed decrease in magnetization with inc¡easing temper-

ature. This theory was later extended to antife¡romagnets by Néel (1932), and

subsequently to ferrimagnets.
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The discoverv, horvever, of the actual mechanism producing magnetic ordering

had to await the advent of quantum mechanics in the 1920's. This mechanism rvas

called exchange, and was discovered simultaneously by Dirac {10] and Heisenberg

[16] in 1e26.

Magnetic exchange has its basis in the Pauli exclusion principle rvhich keeps

eleclrons rvith parallel spins apart. However in some cases that increase in kinetic

energt' o{ the parallel spin configuralion is outrveighed bv a corresponding decrease

in potential energy. In one dimension this exchange energ¡', J¿¡, associated rvith tu,o

adjacent particles labelled bv i and j leads to rvhat is called the Heisenberg- Dirac-

\/an \¡leck Hamiltonian (HD\/V), or simpìy Heisenberg Hamiltonian:

En";" - -f "r¡rs¡.s¡ (j >i).
ij

(i.1)

Note that in actualit¡' the exchange energ¡' J¡¡ is related to the so-called overlap

integrals rvhich give an indication of the amount of lvave function overlap betrveen

tu'o particles. Hou'ever, one usually assumes that this is only significant for nearest

neighbor (NN) particles. Hence if u'e also assume that the particles are on a chain

of length N (i.e. we confine the problem to one dimension), are identical, and are

separated {rom each other by a uniform distance, then (1,1) becomes:

H = -JD,9r.,9,+r. (1.2)

Unfortunately for many magnetic materials life is not this simple and addi-

lional complications arise. For example, the spin exchange may be anisotropic, i.e.

the exchange energy may be different in the ô, fr, anð 2 directions. As well there

maJ'be such effects as single-ion anisotropies and biquadratic exchange interactions.

A more complete discussion of these and other anisotropies is found in Appendix 1.
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Thus if we generalise (1,2) to take into account some of these sources oI

anisotrop¡', and include the possibilitv oI an external magnetic fiekì, our Hamil-

tonian becomes:

H = -J !['sisi+, - psys;1]$+ 7,Çj.9¡*,1

N¡f
- át(si)'? -HÐs¡

?=l ?=t

where -a, B, and l allou' fo¡ anisotropic Heisenberg exchange,

-J defines the Heisenberg exchange constant,

_r¡,e define ,ll: _g[rBB for some external magnetic field B oriented

in s'hat we rvill define to be the 2 direction

. (9:Landé g factor, ¡r¡ =Bohr magneton),

-and á ÐIr (.çi )2 is the single-ion anisotropv ierm.

If rve set a: B :0 (or in general any trvo of a, þ, o, 1 : 0) then (1.3)

reduces to the Ising model. The XY model is obtained bv setting f = 0 (or in

general by letting any one of a, 8,, or 1 = 0). Finallr, lor a: þ : "y + 0 we recover

our Heisenberg model (equation (1.2) rvith 6: H:0).
For a f þ I I l0 then anisotropy prevails and there are tli,o cases of special

interest. If 7 > o : B u'e have uniaxial or easv axis anisotropt,. On the other hand,

planar or easy plane anisotropv results u'hen u,e set 7 Í , = p, For the purposes

of this thesis rve rvill only consider the isotropic and uniaxial cases, and not the

general case. Thus (1,3) becomes:

H : -J !ls;si*, + p(sf si*r+ s,..ç,Y+r)l

NlV
-á!(,e¡)'? -HÐs:

(1.3)

(1.4)
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whe¡e now p allows for the possiblity of uniaxial Heisenberg exchange anisotropy.

Now the last factor about the I{amiltonian we have to consider is the value

of the exchange constant J. From (1.2) it is easy to see that for ./ > 0 the state of

lowest energy, the ground state, will be one in which all the spins are oriented pararlel

to each othe¡ (a ferromagnetic state). For ,/ < 0 we rvill have the antiferromagnetic

case, rvith the corresponding antiferromagnetic ground state. we will consider only

the {ormer wiih the ground state having al1 spins aJigned in the uoward direction.

Thus we will place the restriction that J > 0.

In order to determine the excited states and their corresponding excitation

energies we simply substitute (1.4) inio the schrödinger equation and solve the re-

sulting eigenvalue problem. unfortunately the simplicity of form of our Hamiltonian

(1.4), or even the isotropic Hamiltonian (1.2) belies its true complexity. Calcula-

tion of even the first excited state is not an entirely trivia"l matter. This standard

calculation is done in Appendix 2. we find that upon defining an unno¡malised one

spin deviation basis for a chain of N particles by:

li) : .ç;t0)

(where l0) denotes the normaìised ground state ket of all the spins aligned in the

upwa.rd direction), our fi.rst excited state wave function is given by:

lö):Ðeiktultl
l=1

(1.5)

where -R¿ denotes the distance along the chain and & is a wavevector. We note

ihat this is a linear superposition of all the possible one spin flip states. Such

a superposition is called a spin tvave, or analogous to the photon and phonon, a

ma6non, The energy of this magnon relative to the ground state is given by:

e - 'tl* 6(25 - 1) + 2J S[1- p cos(lc)]. (1.6)
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This relation is plotted in Figure (1,r) (here "K" is the total wave vector and ,,8,,

is the energy).

ONE-À4AGNON DISPERSION RELATIONSIIIP
ISOTROPIC, SptN= 1/Z CASE

0.6 o.? o.o 0.9 l.o

Figure 1.1: Isotropic One-Magnon Dispersion Relationship.

Now taking this procedure one step furthe¡ we can attempt to determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the second excited, or two-magnon state. unfor-
tunately this problem has proven to be not quite as tractable as the one-magnon

problem. .4' plot of the isotropic two-magnon dispersion relationship for an inflnite
chain of particles is shown in Figure (1.2) (see Maiiis [2b]).

upon comparing t,his prot with the corresponding one-magnon rerationship
found on Figure (1.1) we can easily see the differences. The graph is now divided
into two parts, a trvo-magnon continuum and a ,,bound state" branch located below
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T\T'O-tr{AGNON I)ISPERSION RELATIONSHIP

ISO'INO IìIC, ST'IN= I,/I¿ CASIì

,'Ëfå".11Ëi--,#iåî".3iilH:+!

Figure 1,2: Isotropic Two-Magnon Dispersion Relatlonsnlp.

the continuum. The latter de¡ives its name from the fact that it, is composed of
trvo-magnon states rvhere the spin deviations are concentrated on adjacent sites,

or are "bound" together. If rve were to take into account the efects or single-ion

anisotropy then the most significant eflect wourd be the addition of a second ,,single-

ion" bound state. This nerv branch rvourd be composed of states where both spin
deviations are bound to the same site. Needless to sav it does nol exist when rve

have ,9: f , .itt." this value of spin onry a ows a maximum of one deviation per

site. In fa.ct, if u'e rvere to take the classical limit (S .-- oo and å __+ 0) then bofh
bound states rvouÌd ¡ise into the continuum, leaving only a continuous spectrum.
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The actual deri.i'ation of Figure (1.2) can be done bv several methods. The

more modern of these lechniques assumes we have an infinite number of particles

and involves the use of Green funclions. This technique t,as pioneered b1, fr.on
[11], and later Hanus [14], and \4¡ortis [41]. Dvson evaluated rhe dispersion relation

in trvo and three dimensions and found that there was no bound state for threc

dimensions *'hen the total u'avevector I{ *'as zero. He then r.vent on to postulate

that there existed no three dimensional ground state belo* the continuum for an¡,

value of K. This hypothesis vi'as later proven lvrong by \4¡ortis in his paper. He

showed that rvhile there existed no three dimensional bound states for small I(,

lhere could be up to a maximum of three bound states for I( sufficientlv large. The

presence of a bound state at small I{ q'ould have had grave implications on the

predicted lorv temperature thermodynamics of real crt¡stals.

since the papers of wortis and Hanus a great deal of eflort has gone into sorr,-

ing the two-magnon problem, especiallv via the Green function method. Nlajumdar

[24] and later Bahurmuz and Loly 13] examined the linea¡ chain for next-nearest-

neighbor (NNN) interactions and a'ariety of anisotropies. As rvell, rvork ha,s been

done in t*'o and three dimensions (see for example Bahurmuz and Lory [2], silber-

glitt and To¡rance [33], or Pink and Ball¿rd [29]). It is r¡,orth noting, horve'er, that

the majoritl' of papers ha.ve placed their emphasis on investigation of the magnon

bound states, rvhile largely ignoring the continuum. The main exceptions to this

include the lvo¡k of Chiu-Tsao, Levy, and Paulson l8l, and a series of papers by

Lol¡' and various collaborators (see for example [J], [22]).

Complementary to this rvork other groups have been investigating the one

dimensional version o{ the two-magnon problem by the use of a second technique,

the Bethe ansatz. It is this method that the remainder of this thesis will be devoted

to. It dates back lo 1931 and a historic paper authored by Hans Bethe [5].

Bethe proposed that if rve restrict ourselves to one dimension, then in anal-

ogy to the one-magnon problem the tri'o-magno" S : å wave function could be
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lÐ:\r;iV.i) (i >i)
ij

(1.7)

where lij) : SiSj l0) is a trvo spin flip basis and /¡¡ is the amplitude factor. He

assumed that the amplitude factor could be u'ritten as a superposition of incoming

and outgoing rvaves, i.e.

l¡j = aei(\ Rt+ tr2R2) + P ei(\ R2+¡2Rt) (i.8 )

Note that il a: ß = 1 then (1.8) u,ould reduce to a sl,mmelrised form of the

amplitude factor found in equation (1.5) for two non-interacting magnons. The

ratio of a/B is related to the phase shift res'lting from the scattering process.

Bethe determined that one solution for a and B could be that:

a -- eió 12

and B: "-ió 
¡z

and hence could re-express (1.8) as:

(1.e)

l¡ j : eilkt Rt+ x' R?+ö I 2) + "i'(\ 
R2+k2 R¡ - þ / 2) (i.10)

By substituting t,his into (1.7) and then solving the Schrödinger equation for

the .9 : ] isotropic Hamiltonian (1.2) Bethe found that the phase shift could be

determined by fhe following transcendental equation:

2co|(t): cot(tu12) - cor(k212). ( 1.11 )

The allorved values of Iq anð, lc2 could in turn be calculated b¡, applying cyclic

boundar¡' conditions to the chain.
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Note that it is also possible to generalise (1.10) to take into account the

possibilitl' of having "n" magnons on a chain (v,here n is anv number). Ðr,en in

this case the amplitude factors are subjecr to phase shifts that are simprv gi.r,en as

a sum of two-particle phase shi{ts. Thus, for a given orderingi < j <... ( n, the

general amplitude factors can be given b1'¡

1.. - l^,.^l / 1I't". \ll;i...-u -- 
texp lt (À1t 

- lrzi +... r knn : 5'," A*,*, ))
/ All nl - 1 remainins \ ì+ |i.p"rmnrutior,, ot th" i'r/ ,i' 

(1'12)

It is easy to see that equation (1.10) and the amplitude factor in (1.5) are simplv

specific cases of (1.12) rvhen n : 2 anà n = 1 respectivelÌ,. For an excellent discus-

sion o{ the generalised one and two-magnon forms of the Bethe ansatz the reader

is referred to the articles found in Mattis [25]. Feïnmann 113], Thompson [32], or

Tsvelick and \4riegmann 138].

Norv although Bethe's paper came out in 1gS1 inlerest in applying his ansatz

'was rather slorv. one notable exception to lhis rvas Hulthén's [1g] e'aluation of

the antiferromagneti c ground state in 1938. other than this ho*.ever, most *,ork,

especially on the ferromagnetic problem has been done in the last seven or eight

years, For example, the completely integrable ,,Russian,' model *,as studied in

papers by Takhtajan [36], Babujian [1], and Parkinson and Bonner [2g], u,hile a

temperature dependent version of the Bethe ansatz rvas investigated in a series of

papers culminating with the works of rakahashi [3b] and schlottmann [32]. As rvell,

Mattis [25] shorved that the tr.,r'o-magnon 
'ersion of the Bethe ansatz could be used

fors>|.
This possibility of higher spin opened the door for the inclusion of anisotropv

to the problem. This was flrst considered bv two groups, Hodgson and pa¡kinson

[17] and Papanicolaou and Psaltakis [27]. The latter group alrowed for single-ion

and biquadratic anisotropies, focussing on the limit as lhe number of particles in
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the chain approached infinity. Hodgson and Parkinson (henceforth denoted by

HP) on the other hand kept the number ol particles flnite (thev used N:12), and

explored the eflect of uniaxial anisotropt' in the Heisenberg exchange mechanism.

A comment on the advantages and disadvantages of letting 1{ - , oo u'ill be given

in the conclusion.

As mentioned in the Abstract, the purpose of much of this thesis u,ill be to

extend the rvork of HP to take inro account single-ion anisotropv and the possibility

of magnetic flelds (i.e. Hamiltonian (1.4) *'ill be used). we will begin this in the next

chapter bv deriving the Hamiltonian matrix elements fo¡ this modified Hamiltonian.

A brief synopsis of this rvork is found in Loly and Scott [23].
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CHAPTER 2

Extension of the Two-Magnon Problem

2,1 Hamiltonian Matrix Elements

As mentioned in the Introduction we u'ill now use the Bethe ansatz technique to

extend HP's trealment of the finite chain two-magnon problem to alloq, for mag-

netic fields and single-ion anisotropv. To do this u'e rvill begin bv considering our

Hamillonian (1.4), I'hich is res'¡itten belou':

N¡!'N
H = -J !tsisi*, + p(sisi*r+.elsl+l)l - át(si), -HÐs:

r=1 i=1 i=I
NNN

: -rttsisi+, + f(,1+,5+, +.çiså,)l- át(si)? -HÐs: (2.1)
i=l i=t i=l

u'here -the Hamiltonian describes N particles on a chain, all rvith spin S,

-p allorvs for an anisotropic Heisenberg e-xchange

(rve have assumed p ( 1, and in fact rvill only consider 0 < p < 1),

-rve define 'lr = _gttaB for some external magnetic field B oriented

in rvhat we rvill define to be the á direction

(g :Landé g factor, ¡rg =Bohr magneton),

-áL_{r(^ç;)2 is the single-ion anisotropy term,

-from the one-magnon problem tve h¿ve ¡estriction (42.16)

that for p : 7,,'11 > -á(2S - 1),

-and rve have defined the raising and lowering operators,

^9+ and .9- in the usual war':
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,9+ = .9' .1- lSe, and .g- = ,gt isa .

Defrne 1,9,.Ç) to be the 2-particle tensor product, l,Si) S lSi*,) .t a spin ker

for a particle on the i¿l' site and a spin ket for a particle on the (i i 1)¿À site,

e.C. lS - 1, ^S) implies that 5' on the itÀ site is .9 - 1 anrl ,9. on the (i + 1)¿i' .it" i,

If we then let:

NA'N
H, : - r Ðlsísi+,1 - á !{s;), - HD s:,

i=7 i= I i.-l
N

Hz: -r (í) Itts¡ s,-l - si sl,)l

H : Ht I Hz, then a 2-magnon matrix element is given by:

(2.2)

(2.3)

so that:

(.ç,.q,1ä s,,,s,,') : (s,.ç'lllrl.g,,,.g,,,) + (.9, stlU2lsìt,s,r) Q.4)

$,ith l5,S')t E (S,.ç'1.

Norv for the case 6 : 0, J : 1,11 -- 0 and neglecting normalisation factors,

these matrix elements are given in HP 117] as:

( s,,el

(s,s-rl

(s- I,sl

(s,s-21

(s-t,s-11

(s-2,s1

ls,s) ls,s- r)

s20
0 s(.ç - 1)

ops
00
00
00

ls-I,s) ls,s-2) ls_r,s_]) ls_2,s)

0

pS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s(s-1) 0

o s(s-2) D

0 D (s-t)' D

0 D s(s_2)



D2:p2SQS_Ð (2.5)

and of co'rse lf : 2. Note that all the diagonal elements of this matrix originate

from the.È11 term of the Ha,miltonian, ri'hile all the off-diagonal elements are a

result of the r12 term. Hence, since the addition of the single-ion anisotropv onlv

contributes to iI¡, rve see that this nodification only has an effect on the diagonal

matrix elements. This effect is, ol course, given by:

(s, .ç,1 t(,çj), ls,s,) : (.e), + (.e,),

Thus, the nerv diagonal mat¡ix elements become:

(2.6)

(2.7)

(s,.çl 11 IS,.9) : (.ç, sl 1/r ls, s)

: _J s2 _ á[(,e') + G\] _ 271s

= -rs2l' * ? * '#f : -,"r,
(,t,s- 1l H lS,S -1) : -JS(S- 1) - rl^ç, + (.ç - 1)rl - HIS +(S _ 1)]

: _J.ç(S _ 1) _ s[252 _ 2^ç + 1]

- 211(5 - 1) + 1¿(S * 1) - 775

: -rs(s- rl lr + 4 *'41 - 6 -ll' 't J JS)
: -JS(.ç -1)p_ 6 _11,, (2.8)

(,9,S- 2l¡1 lS,S - 2) : -JS(S -2) - 6152 + 6 - Ðrl - HIS +(S - 2)]

: -J,9(,t - 2) - 61252 - 45 + 4l

271ls - 21+ 71i.5 - 21 - 115

: -r s(s- zl lr +'j *t!1 - 46 - 211' 't J JS)

-J5(5 - 2)¡1. - 46 - 271, (2.9)

-J(S -1), - á[(.r - 1)2 + (S - 1)r] - 271[5 _ 1](s-1,s-11ãls-1,.t-1)
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: r(s- tf, 
lt 

* fJ

-21tts -, * |t - r" [r- å]
." l' 261: -r(s - r)= 

11+ 7l

lT) (s - 1)2 -'"1- il
: -./(s - 'r, l' 

-i .'#]- ," 
[' - å]

: -r(s -r)'p-r" i'- å] (2.10)

u'here we have defined / 26 2?1\/,¿=\r+¡*n)

Therefore, the revised uniaxi ally- anisotropic two-magnon Hamiltonian matrix is

given b¡' the sum of the fc,llotving matrices:

(s,sl

(s,s- I I

(s- I,sl

(s,s- 2l

(s-1,s-ll

(s - ?,.9i

ls,s) ls,s-r) ls-r,s) ls,s_2) ls_1,s_r) ls-2,s)

tr,S2oouo0

0 ¡r,5(S-l) pS o 0 o

0 pS ¡S(S-t) o o 0

000ps(s_2)Do

00oD¡,(S-t)2D

0000Dts(s_z)



(s,sl

(s-1,s-11

ls,s) ls,s-r)

00

o [,t +11'

00

00

00

00

ls-r,s) s,s- 2)

00

00

6' +x' o

0 46,+211,

00

00

ls-1,s-1) ls-2,s)

00

00

00

00

zxlt-ll o

o 46' +2'Ht

x(-J)

lvhere we define and 'llt =

2.2 Fundamental Ðquations

l\4odifying our notation slightly to match rvith Bethe,s paper we u,ill denote an

unnormalised trvo-deviation basis for the comDIqLç chain in the usual t,al,:

lij) : si-lir' o) (2.11)

u'here again l0) denotes the normalised ground state ket rvith all the spins aligned

in the uprvard direction. \4¡e then look for a solution to the two-de'iation probrem

of the follorving form:

6'=!
J

11
j

/{- 2 1f-t N_l
i,i) = t L f¡¡l¿¡) +\si; ii)

i=0 j=i+I i=0
(2.12)

Note that (2.12) implies that we alu'ays have j > i.

A solution of this {orm will exist so long as the ground state is ferromagnetic.

For antiferromagnets one would ha'e to include other z-magnon kets to form a basis,

not just the trvo-magnon kets found in (2.12). This is the reason we considered only

ferromagnets in this thesis (and thus as mentioned placed the limitation J > 0).
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So making this {erromagnetic assumption, and

s¡rin-ket u'ave function into the Schrödinger Ðquation

(2.1), oblain:

substituting this form of the

rvhile using the Hamiltonian

(2. i3)

(2.14)

(sif -11

rMlk!) +

Esii(iùä) : (uln[o;,1;.;) +.f,-r,¡1, - 1,¿) +,fi,¿+rl,,i + 1)]

: sü(i.ilítli¿) + (ülør[],-,,r1; - 7,i) i f;,;+tli,

^'lIt;1,j=r j
N-t l
f srr llrfr) I

À=o I

rvhere -Ð denotes the energy of the entire chain and we have rel¿belled the summation

indicies for clarity. This equation, rvhen multiplied on the left by suitable basis

states, rvill generate the basic equations of our theorv. These l¡asis elements are of

three tvpes, lii),þ,i + 1), and lzj) .n'here i* 2< j S 1f - l. Hence, three difierent

equations *'ill be produced. F¡om our notation it is eas¡' to see that the first basis

element represents the case rvhereby the spin deviations on the chain are on the

same site. similarly the second represents the lrvo spin flips being on NN sites,

lvhile the last one corresponds to the general case oÍ two deviations bevond the NN

separation.

So proceeding, if we first multiply both sides of (2.13) on the left bv (iil u,e

obtain:

i + 1)].

Note that most of the basis kets in the expression for lry') have contributed nothing

to the above equation since \i,ilil lkt) : 0 for HIkt) * l¿i).

Nou', using the previously derived Hamiltonian matrix and the fact that

(¿ilsf S j+li -1.,i) :0iot j I i - 1 we can see that the second term in (2.14)
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= (s,s 2lHls,1,s - 1) : -JD(iiliù(i.ilH2li - r,i)

and similaril' that

(2.15)

(iilHzli,i +1) : (s -2,s HIS - 1,s- t) = -JD(üli.i) (2.16 )

We have assumed he¡e that the normalisation factors, \ü,1ü), and (S, S - 2]S, S _ 2)

are equal. This lvill in fact be shorvn in the next chapter.

Holever, in calculating the frrst term in equation (2,1a) rve see that:

(iilflllü): [-rtr" - 2)s2 +2.ç(.ç - 2)] - ól(N - 1),e, + (S-- 2)21

- ?l{(¡f - 1)s + (s - Ðll\.iiliù

: 
f-"rt,nrst - 4sl- á[¡r¡s? -,t2 +,52 - 4s +4)- 11[NS -2]lþùiù

= [-.r¡rus,-4,sj- 6lNS2 -4s+4]- ltlrs-21]qt4t4 e.r|)

Note that this is not the same as the Hamiltonian matrix element (S,S-2lHIS,S-Z)
derited previouslv in (2.9). In the latter case the derivation s,as made for a single

pair of spin-particles with no boundarv conditions, rvhile in the the calculation of

(2.17) we assumed an N-particle chain rvith interactions between the first and last

particles of the chain (cyclic boundar¡' conditions). Hence r,r,e should not expect

equality.

Thus, upon substituting equations (2.15), (2.16), and (2.1?) into (2.14), and

cancelling the common normalisation factor, rve obtain:

Eg¡;: -J [l^s'- 4^s + ár(¡f .ç2 45 + 4) +71t(NS - 2)]s¡; + D[Í.;-t,¡+ /,,;+,J]
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=+ 
f 
-"r,'v1s, + á,.ç1 + l1,S) Efs;;

: -tftas - 4s6t - 46' - 27t'ls¡¡ - D[Í¡;,,¡+ f., ,l] (2.18)

Note however, for a ferromagnetic chain in the ground state (rvith all the spins

aligned uprvards), the ground state energt, is given b¡,:

Eo: Nl-J s2 - 6s2 71s1

= -J N[s2 + 6t s2 + 11'sl (2.19)

(cf. Appendix 2, equation (.A.2.8))

Thus define: e : E - -Eo : Energy relative to the ground state. (2,20)

Substituting this expression back into (2.18) then gives:

I
-rs¡¡= -JLØS+45t5 -46't 2'li')s¡¡ - DII¡-t,¡, /,.,*,1]

: -"r [(as + 26' eS - z) + 2?1,) s;; _ D[Í¡_t,¡+ /,,;+rJ]

or, if rve define

I :26'(z5 - l) + 211' (7 is independent of 6, lor S : å)

è es¡¡: ,r 
[t+s 

-t 1 - 26t)s¡; - D[f¡-t,¡ + /,,,+rJ] e.21)

Follou'ing a similar procedure as in the derivation of the (2.21) rve can murtiply

(2.13) bv (i,i + 1l to obtain:

E f;,¡¡1(i,i+ 1li,? + 1) = Íi,il¡(i,,i + 1lãrli,? + 1)

+ (i,i + rlI,rlsitliù * s,:+r,,:+rli + 1,i + 1)

f ,t-r,;+r li - i, i + 1) + f;,;az!i,i ¡ 2)l e.22)
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Also analogousll', we flnd that

(i,i+Llí2li - 1,i+ 1) : -t (;) (?,i + 1ls,l,.çilr _ 1,i + 1)

: (,9,S - 1lãlS - 1,S)

: -pJS<¿,i + ili,i + 1) (2.28)

' rvith identical results for (i,i f ll$2li,,i, -1- 2) and that

(i,i +llíz)¿i) : -t (r) (?,i + 1ls,rs;,lii)

(s - i,s - 1l¡11.ç - 2,5, : -DJ(i,i + Ili,¿ + 7) (2.24)

ri'ith identical results for (i,,i + llírli + 1,i + 1).

The first te¡m on the right-hand-side of (2.22) is gi.r,en by:

(i,i+|líli,,i+ 1): [-Jt(¡i¡-3)S2 +2S(S - 1)+ (^9- 1)r]

- ál(¡{ _ 45, + 26 _ 1.)rl

- 111,¡g - 2)s + 2(s - 1)l] (i,i + lli,i + 1)

= -"r [¡,s, - 3,sz + 252 - 25 + .92 - 2.ç + 1t

+ á'(jvs2 -2s2 +zS2 - 4s +2) +?1,(NS -Ðlþ,i + 1li,r + 1)

: -tlw1s'z + 6ts2 + 1t' s) - 4s + 1
L

. - 26r (25 - r) - 2H'fþ,i + 7li,.i + 1) (2.25)

Hence, substituting (2.23),(2.24), and (2.25) into (2.22) and again dropping the

normalisation factor gives us:

EÍ;,¡+t : -"r filr{s, + 6, s2 +,tlt s) - 4s * 1 - lll,,¡+r

l- pS[Í¡-t,¡*t ] I;,;*zl - DIg¡¡ +9;+r.;r rJ]
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- 
-{.. - - j ra èrt,t^t _ /[l4S _ 1 * rJf,¡+,

pSlf¡-t.;-r - "f,,¡r:l - DIg;¡ - o;+r.;. rJ] . Q.26)

Finally, rve can multiplr'(2.13) on the left by the general basis element (zjl

whe¡e ¿l * 2 < j < lV - 1. This s'ill give us:_

Elíjþjlij) : Ííj(ij Hl ij)

+ (ijlHrff-,,;; - t, j)+ f+1,jli + 1, j)

- f ;,.,- t'i, j - 1) - "f,,;-¡ li, j I 1)] Q.27)

Again we see that the deviation on the j¿À site can effectively be ignored since

j)i+2.Thus:

(ijlHri_ 1,j)= (.ç,s_ li,rlrls_ 1,.e): pJS(ij ij) (2.28)

*'here rve have used result (2.23). Note that all the remaining ".I12" matrix elements

in (2.27) give exactl¡' the same result.

The final term in (2.27) is easilv calculated to be:

(ijlHlij): [-rtr" - 4)s2 +4s(s - 1)]

- ói(/ú - Ðs, + 2G - 1),1 - 7t [(1ù 2)s + 2(s _ Ð]lþjl.ijl
: _ tl¡v s' - 4s2 + 4s2 - 4s

+ á'(i{.ç2 - 2s2 + 2s2 - 45 + 2) +,Hr(N s - qlþj .ij)

: -"r lr,'1s, + 6's2 + 71r s) _ 4s _ 26'(25 _ 1) _ 2H,l\ijli,j) (2.2s)
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So, making the substitution of (2.28) and (2.29) into (Z.ZT) (u,hile dividing out the

normalisation factor again, of course) leaves us rvith:

El¡¡ = *J 
[tlr{s' * 6's2 +']1's) - 4s :¡f¡¡

+ PS[Ï.;-t,¡ * /,+r,i t Í;,it + ft,¡¡1lf

===+ eÍ¡j : lltns +tlf¡¡ - ps[Í;,t,¡*.f,+¡,, -l- f¿,¡-t.tl,,i*,1]. (2.30)

Equations (2.21), (2.26), and (2.30) form the basis for our theorl, and are

reiterated belolr'.

es;i : J[{+s + I - 26')s,, - D[f¡-t,¡+ f,r+,1]

e l¡,¡+t : t lf+s - 1 + rlf,;+r

- pSIÍ¡-t,¡+r + f,r+z] - D[s;¡ + sr+r,;+rJ]

(2.21)

(2.26)

,f¡¡ : Jltqs -tll¡¡- ps[Í; t,¡rf+¡,:+ Í;,¡-t-l /,,r+,ì], (2.g0)

If rve could find an f¡ and gl,: that saiisfied these three coupled equations and also

satisfied the appropriate boundary conditions then our problem would be solved;

we rvould ha'e an exact form fo¡ the lvave function through equation (2,i2) and

hence theoretically r.vould be able to derive a formula for any physical quantities u,e

pleased, This is rvhere the Bethe Ansatz fo¡malism comes in.
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2,3 Applying the Bethe Ansatz and Boundary Conditions

\ÃIe assume the general solution for /,¡ in the aforesaid equatìons is of the form of

the trvo-magnon Bethe ansatz given in the introduction as equation (1.10), i.e.

fj - ""p lt(u,o, 
', k'R, . t)l- "*p l, (t,n; * t,n, 9)l (2.81)

\Ä¡here -È1, fr2 are \ral'evectors

(as vet it is unknou'n lvhat allotved values theJ'can take)

-.R; and -R¡ are the posilion vectors along the chain

-and @ is a phase constant (also to be determined).

In addition rve will assume a unit lattice spacing so that r?¡ ------.r i and.R¡ -----, j.

Finally rve will impose the usual cJ'clic (Born \/on-Karman) boundary conditions

on the chain. This rvill impl¡' that:

Í¡¡ : Í¡+N,¡ and fj : .f.,¡+¡'. (2.82)

As u'ell, from symmetrl' we knop tha,t:

f¡¡ = f¡¡ (2,33)

Thus combining these fivo equations gives us that:

f¡¡:f¡,¡+N (2.34)

- "*p [; (,r,i + k,: + *)]+ "*p [; (r,¡ * r,, - 4)]

: 
""p[,;(r,; + k2(i -¡/r) * 9)] +""nlr(r,1i + ¡,') + È,j - 9)1. (2.35)

Ðquating like te¡ms in (2.35) gives us that:

"*p[;(r,n -Ð]:.-oI n9]

and 
"*p [,;(r,rv . 9)] : """ I - r9l



^a-a¿'

=-{ '"Plii'{l -etP[iþ]
I and exp{ifr2/ül = exp[-id]

- 
I fuN : 2n)¡ ¡ þ À1 an integer------ 
\ and k2N - 2tr ),2 - S À3 an integer (z úol

Note that lor þ :0 these boundary conditions fo¡ the k's rvill uncouple to form

the boundary conditions u'e rvould expect for trvo free magnons (cf. Appendix 2,

equation (,{2.12)).

Noiv, returning to the problem at hand rve rvill define T1 , T2 as follori,s:

r, : 
""p [; (rrt + kr: + *)],

r, : 
"*n [; (r,¡ * k,t - Q)] Q*7)

===+ l¡¡ : Tr * Tz (2.38)

and that Í;+o,j+ß = ^f ,"irø 
"ik2B 

i T 2eikzo ¿ìktÞ (2.3g)

Thus substituting (2.38) and (2.39) into (2.30) rve obrain:

e(Tr * Tz) : t[t+s +r)(Tr a r:) - ps[(e-ik,^¡r+e ik,Tz)

+ (etÀ'T, -¡ eiÀrTn) + (e*iÀrT, + e-;À'1'r¡

+ (eiÀ,T, + "tÀtrz¡1]

: t[t+s + r)(r, + rs)

- p Sleikt + "-iÀt + 
"oo, 

+ "-our](T, + Tr)]

=* ¿ : "r [{+s + 1) - 2pSlcoskl + cos ßz]] e,40)
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where we have defined:

and
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e:J@S+7+r-l)

-2pS(cos k7 f cos &2)

-pS(*t + ærr + æz * ,r t),

Øl = eiÀl ,

ír2 = eik2 ,

z 7 
"ió 

lz

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

and the same deflniti<¡ns used in the paper by HP have been used here, i.e.

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

Again note that upon comparison of (2.a1) u'ith the corresponding one-magnon

dispersion relationship (1.6) rve see that (2.41) has the form rve rvould expect of trvo

free magnons. The diference, of course, is the extra factor of d in (2.96) u,hich, as

mentioned, couples the magnons together.

Norv from (2.21) we see that:

s¡¡ : _DJll¡_tì + l¡,,+tllle _ 45 J _ ^tJ + 26t Jl.

llence, using (2,41) define:

(2.47)

o':o+26':1-45-t*261
J

> JQ' : e - 4JS' 1J +26tJ.

Substituting this into (2.47) implies:

(2.48)

s;; = -D[Í;-t,t + Í¿.;+tll Q' (2.4s)
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We have assumed in (2,a9) that the denominator does not vanish, Ensuring this

imposes conditions on 6t ,'llt , and p. These conditions rvill be dealt *,ilh in chapter

4. Thus, upon inserting (2.41) and (2.49) into (2.26), and using the defrnitions

(2.44)-(2.46),, u'e see that:

J(45 - 1 + a)þlni+1 z + ,l+t æ)"-lj
I_ rl(Àc _r ^ )[ejzì-1 ,- ri"*i"r.t1-"1\'" ' t l

- p S Urì- 
1 

æà+1 z I æl'rt ri-t 
" 
-' ) + þi*ì-2 " + *l+2 "i, -1 

¡1

- " t 
(#) l@i-t niz +,1æl-t "-' ) + ('i'ì*' " +,1+1 æi" 4 

)l]

_ 
"l/-rl 

t(_i_i-). r _i-]_i_-r\" L\ 0, / L\-l-2 z -r ú1 ú2¿ )

+(rl+1*i+2"+';+"¿+r,-I¡1]]. (2.50)

Taking er.erything to the left-hand-side and factoring out æjæi rve obtain an

equalion ol the {orm:

AztBz-1 :0 (2.51)

v'here the coefficient of z is given br.:

¡ : (+S *r * O)æ2 - (4,t - t I 7)q + pSlæ¡lt2 ¡ æ]l

D2.
- fo['i' * æz t æz + uæ]l e.52)

and the coefficient, B, oI z-1 being similar but with

í)j7 e æ2. (2.53)

Multiph'ing (2.51) by Or, and letting,4/ = -.{O, ,,BI : Betgives us the

modified equation:

Atz I Btz-t :0 (2.54)
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q'he¡e the coeficient á' is given by:

A' : et(45 *r * o, 45 i 7 - 1)æ2

i pSQ'læ.,1æ2 + ,îl - D2lr;1 + 2'2 + rlx:îl

: o'(f¡ -ì r)rz * pSQ'*z(æ¡1 + q) - ntl"¡t | 2r2 ¡ æ1121

: [ot(f¡ + r) _ 2D2]î,2 * psetn2(æ¡t * *r) _ D2qlg + ælr]l (2.55)

and Br is still related to ,4' r'ia relation (2.53) (since O, is invariant under (2.53)).

2.4 Calculation of the Phase Factor Relation

Norv, using the definition of z and equation (2.54) rve see that:

A' "it ¡ 3,"-it = 0

+ l' (.o.1f ¡+isin(g)) + B,(cos(!)- rsin(g)) = 0

=+ (1' +B')cos($) +¿(At - B,)sin(f ): s (2.56)

To calculate At - Bt one can use (2.55) to obtain:

A'- B' : [f)'(O+1) -ZD2](r.z -ær)+ pSe'læ2(æ;1 +q)_æ1(æ;t +æ1)l

- Drll - c!"!lþ¡\ _ 
";1)

= (22 rr ){o,(e -r 1) - 2D2l - pse,lfi * ,; - å ,1)

- D2G + æ!æ]¡1æ¡1 - æ;17 (2.s7)

Horvevet,

,Sa'll* ": - l-'i] : pStt'(æ2- cr)(ør + æfr +,2 + æ11)

: -OO'(¿z - ør) (2.b8)



and in addition rve have that:

-D2(1+ rr'zal\ç';l , rlt) - -D20 + -ir!)(#)
: -D2("t1rz1 + æ1æ2)(n2 - nl. (2.59)

Thus, substituting (2.58), and (2.59) into (2.57) s'e obtain:

At - Bt = (æ2 - æ1)l(ft'o +çl' -2D2) - oo'- D2(æ;1æ;r -F 11r3)]

= (rz - r,)[O'- D2(2+ æ;1 æ;1 r æ1æ2)) (2.60)

Similarly, rve can obtain an expression lor At + Br, namely:

A'+ B'-- [o'(O+1) -2D2](q +*2)+ pSe'[æ2(url -l*z)+rt(r, 1 trt)]

- Dt(rl, + z;rX1 + æ!æ1¡

- ÍQ/Q.r A' - zD2l(t.t + ¿2) | pse (2 ; ," *' '\
\¿l 

tíL-+rí)

+ (ps)(26')(2 + *i + I + ,l) n'9Q + ,1,¡¡@1lJù

: (rr + r2){o2 + 26tQ + Qt -2D2 - D2(n;1n;1 * qæ2)l

- (ps)26' (.: - -; I 1l - ,;) I 6 Q.61)' \"1 ' ,2

g'here rve have defined:

€:pso(i+*|+Y+*!) (2.62)

(2.63)

Norv' n 

: -'o!r'rï',Iïi',rJï,),'.'r',',

:+ { : -p2 s2(*, + o2)(r -¡ *;'"i')(l + ,} + ll + *l)

: (ær + t)l-p2 s2(*1+ arir + rz + rl1)2
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+ p2s21'l - 2æl1r,rr + 2rr zr)]

: (ær + æz)l-e2 + p2s2q+-t 2rr1æ;1 * 2æ1æ2)1. (2.64)

Thus, r'e can re-express (2.6i) in the form:

B' + A' : (q + *z) lnt * n' - 2p2s(2s * 1)

+ [-o? + p2s21+ +2ær1ær1 -f 2æ1æ2)]

- p2S1zS - 1)(æ, rz,-r - r,r,)]

+þs)zï(2 *,ï *T*,i)* 26te(q+r,2)

: (rr + z2)[o' + p2 Slz + ,r t *l' i æ1n2) ¡ I4r1 (2.65)

u'here rve have defrned:

14' = e6) 
In,,,, - ..2) + ps (:;. ,,. i . d)] (2.66)

Horvever, both equations (2.60) and (2.65) can be re-expressed by the use of

the follorving simplifi cations:

1) 2 | r1æ2 I æ11 nll :2 + 2cos(K)

: 2 [1 + cos(K)] = acose (f) e.67)
2) A : (-2pS)lcos(,t1) + cos(k2)l

: (-zps)lr -. (+) .". (å)] : -4p,scos (f ) "", G) (2.68)

3) (9 -'i + 2 - *]1= (a + 2)(t +,,r"\' î)2 - agt 'íÍZ ¿l"

: zcor(sxl +ætnz)

2 (2cosz (å) - 1) (t .t *pz) (2.6e)
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r¡'here n'e have defined the sum and difference rvave vectors, K anà q in the usual

manner:

K=¡rrtkz, Q-h-lcz (2.70)

So, inserting (2.67),(2.68),and (2.69) into (2.60) and (2.65) rve get the follorving

modified equations:

A' - B' : (,2 - ,t)[-+rs"o, (f) *, (å) + 26' - D2 i¿-,, (f)]] ell)

A' + B' = (q I,z) [-+rS"o. (f) -. (f) +26t + +rzgro"z (t¡1

+ Q6')le4ps)co, (f) "os 
(å)(,, +,,)

* (zpS)(2cos2 (Í) - rltr + zrær)l e.T2)

Substituting these equations into (2.56), and multipl¡,ine ¡y å (çfu;) gives us:

Kffi) f-zps.o. (f).* (i) + 6' +zt'sco"'z(!)]

+á,[(-+ns).o, (f ) -. (å) (##)
.t(2ps)[zcos2 6) - rl (#) ] ] -,,*,

-çù (ffi) [-rr"... (f)... (i) ¡ 6, -2Dzcos2 (f)] ,i"f g¡ : o (2.7s)

Ilorvever, we note that:

and (æ):c",(f)
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Thus equation (2.73) becomes:

I

fcos 
(å) [-2ps cos ({) .os (å) + ¡' + 2p, Scos, (f)l

+ á' l(-+rs).o. (f ) .osz (l) + (zps)(zco., (l) - tl -, (f )]] ..,tÍ I

, t __ l
-.in (*)sin(*)L(2ps)co. (#).o. (Ð - 6, - zD2cos2(ir)l - o

If we then use the fact that D2 : p2 S(zS - 1) and cancel terms this becomes:

cos(å)[(2ps)co. (f).o. (g)[pcos (+) - cos ($)]+ á,[.o. (å) - zps... (f )]]

-sin (å),in1$¡lqzps¡... (+) [.o. (î) + p(zs- 1)cos (+)] - r] = 0 e.74)

*'hich is our final result! It is a transcendental eq,ation involving /(, g, and þ. For

the case p = 7, S : ], and 6 : 0 it is easl, to shos, that this reduces to Bethe's

original result, equation (1.11).

Norv from our boundary conditions (2.36) u,e knou,that

, 2¡()r + Àz)
a1 = ¡\r1 -f R1 -- lv (2.75)

(2.76)and that 2n(À7 - Àz) +2óq=kt-kz=
1V

Thus for any fixed values of À1 and )2, equation (2.74) merel]' becomes an equation

in /. Thus by solving this equation for ç5 for all possible values of )r and À: *,hich

generate unique solutions, we obtain a spectrum o1 k1,lc2, and / values (along rvith

their appropriate energy eigenvalues through equation (2.40)). These'alues, when

substituted into (2.31) provide solutions ro (2.2I),(2.26), and (2.J0), and hence

generate the allorved rvave functions for the trvo-magnon problem.
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As ¿n aside it is worth noting that rl,e do not choose to express (2.74) in

the form o{ a cotangent of f as is common practice (see Bethe [5], papanicolau

and Psaltakis 127]). trxpressing the transcendental in that fashion implies that the

phase angle is never zero or a multiple of 2zr, u'hich r¡'as not found to be the case.

Hence (2.74) rvas left in the form seen above.



CHAPTER 3

Probability Calculations

3.1 Basic Probabiìity Formulae

Nou', having genera.ted a spectrum of allorved rvave functions ir is instructi'e to
determine the probabilit¡' that a given u'ave function g'ill have ts,o deviations on

the same site, on NN sites, or on sites separated by n lattice spacings, n > 1. To

do this rve rvill first deflne a complete set of orthonormal basis kets related to our

prei'ious orthogonal basis kets by:

_ /f -t
,"=itÐIlr,r,rr+rl'

: døf b'1n""o,,' ;4116n1tql'z

(3.1)

(Note that (ijlij) : (i.ili.í) :1 as required.)

Thus, using (2.t2) tve can re-express our generalised wave function as folloq,s:

N-? ¡f_t N_r
l,r): t Ð Í¡¡ll¿jl¿¡úlij)+ f s;t[(ülti)]i ¿¿¡ (3.2)

ì=0 j=r:-lì rl=0

Using (3.2), it is now a relativelv easy matter to calculate an¡, probability

we should choose. For example, the probability of a rvave function having two

deviations on the same site (denoted by P¡) is given by:



'D

r N-r 1V-1,

= å,i Ll'"1'¡rt;rr"¡1 I 
l'r'o\,)!rY,/ ¡_0 i_0 

,

ltlr r2r: /rJ"/r \lt;;l l(;tl;t)l (3.3)
\ Y't\" / i-0 , 

'

Similarl1,, the probability of obtaining trvo dei'iations separated bl, n lattice

sites (denoted by 4, *'ith n > 0,n I f ¡ ir given br':

r{:1 2

'" - lrl'þ, Ð]r*'*- "l'')l-' Å=0

- fÀ_1_¡¡ ,. ^ 
I rl=@6 

L 
p.- tto'* -ntd')l' -*=I"-,,,,0'* "l'')i i (34)

To dete¡mine Pry for N even, one must multiply this formula by * to prevent a

double counting of probabilities.

Non', note that the last summation v,ill result in terms of the form l/¡,¡1,, I

u'he¡e ,k + z ) lf. Since this has not been deflned we can convert it to a meaningful

quantity by using the cyclic boundary conditions to note that:

(k,k + n) : (k ¡ n,kl = (fr + 7¿ - ¡/,Àl

Thus the last summation term becomes:

, N-l

tl" --Ð,,1'* - 
n - N'kt,þ) 

t'?

Now, let (.:k+n- N,

N-l n-t n-1
+ f (k + n - N,kl -_ Ð(.,(.r 1[ - zl : Ð(*,k+ r{ -?zl

À=N-n {=0 À=0



Thus, (3.4 ) becomes:

p,, = ),|-^'i "l,n,o 
+,,r,r)l r ïrt¿.,r + ru - "1¿¡,'l" l'þl'þ, L í1 ' 'r ?_o'' "rl

- 1 l*S"l/o,o*.1'l<r,r + nþ,k + n)l
l,þ,þ) L l,
*!lru,u*rr-,,1'l{*,* tN-n*,**^-'lll (3.5)

À=0
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3.2 Calculation of the Probability Amplitudes

Equations (3.3) and (3.5) express the probabilities in terms of the probabiliiv am-

plitudes, 1fi,l2 and ]g;; j2, and norrnalisation factors. The lormer can easilv be cal-

culated b1'the use of (2.38) t'hich tells us that:

"f';:Tr*Ts

+ ll;¡ = l(Tr + T:)(Ti + r;¡1å

: [T,Ti + TrTf + T2Tï + T?T;]]

= [z +exp[i(Èri * ftzj + é - &rj - ¿ri + 9)]

+exp[i(Æ1j + È2i - g - l,l - lr¡ - f¡1'là

(u'here rve have used definitions (2.37))

= [z -¡ expfz:(e1{i - j} - kr{i _ j} + d)]
L

+ exp[i(-Æ1{i - j} + k'{i - j} - d)]]t (r.u)

= [2 + 2 cos(q{i - j} + ø)]}. (3.7)

Note that (3.7) is onlv a function o{ i - j, so u'e have that:

lr.. t2-tct2 r)ri,i+pt- = tlpt- --Pt2cos(-qp +d)l : [2+2cos(qp- g)). (3.8)

In order to calculate l9;¡]2 rve can use equation (2.49) rvhich says that:

g;¡ : -D[Í¡-t¡ + l¿,¿+t]ll' (A.9)

Holever, using equation (2.68) we knorv that

O, : f,i * 26, : _4pS cos (f) cos (f) + za,
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g;; =

1

ps [eä!]'t¡r-,,r + ¿,,*,1

;lrrs...6.., (Ð r,f (3'10)

\4/e can express [/,-r,¡ + fl,;*1] the following rvay:

[f-r,i+f,,+r] : "; 
iti 

"ikzi¡, 
-1 ziæ11 z-1 | o2z * r1z-11

: etrii[2.o.(&r - $)+ zco"ql, + $¡1

: 2"i1ii[co'(Èr)."s($) - sin(Às) sin(f )

* cos(,br)cos($) + sin1,tr1¡.in1f ¡;

= z"ilii[[.o.(k,)- cos(å2)] cos(f)r [sin(À'1 ) sin(k1)l sin(*)]

: 4"':ríi.o. (+) 1... (l) .o'(f ) + .i" (*) ,i"(*)]

g'here u'e have used the trvo trig identities:

cos(,t1) * cos(fr2) : Z cos (f;) cos ($)

and sin(fr1) - sin(fr2) = zcos (f) sin (f) .

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.14)

Substituting (3.11) back into (3.10) gives us our expression for g¿¡, vis.

^ _ les - r )l å (2ps) co, ({'¡ ,;r'-i þ.' (3) ..'1$¡ - sin (*) sin($)l
el - [- s-l . (3.13)

Note that lS;¡l : lgool. Thus, if rve define G : l9¡¡]2 then:

G:)soo)z:ls;,12

- pLS(25 - 1)l å [f -r.r + i.;+,
-4p.9cos (f ) .* (f) + zl,

_ l(zs - r)l (2rS)2cos2 (f) [-. (l) ...($) ¿ sin (!) .i,,1$¡13:l:1 .(3.15)L s I 
þp,e.os (f ) ."' çg) - r,)'z
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3,3 Normalisation Factors

To evaluate the normalisation factors in (3.3) and (3.5) u'e will first begin bv eval-

ualing the basis normalisarions (iilii) and.(ij lij).
For example, since (S¡)t = ,S,f , then by definition rve have th¿t:

(iíl¿ù -, (0lsì+s,1s, sil0)

: (0ls,1s,tl0)ls(.ç + 1) - s(s - 1)låts(s + 1) - (.e - 1x.ç z)li

: (01S,+S,110)t( Sz + S -,92 + S)(S3 + S-.ç2 +25 + S - Ð)+

: (ols,rs¡lo)t(2s)(4s - 2)li

: t(2.çx4s- 2)là(010)ts(s+ 1) - (^ç-2xs- 1)lIls(s+ 1) - (s 1)slå

: I(2SX4S ÐILKS, +^e- 52+S+2.ç- 2)(S'+ S- S' + S)lå

(u'here rve have assumed that the vacuum state is normalised)

= t(2sx4s - 2)liK2s)(4s - Ð)+

:45(25 - 1). (3.16)

Similarlv, since the commutator I.ç,+, -g.i ] : O lor (i I j),,

(i,jlijl = (ols,lsj+sr sj l0)

: (ols'ts;5¡tt'o'

: (ols,1s; ¡6¡ 1¡ls,r s¡ l0)

r
= ltsts+ 1) - ^ç(s - 1)låls(s+ r) - (s- r)slå]?(010)(0t0)

=(S2+S-,9?+S)2

:452. (3.17)

Note that bolh results (3.16) and (3.17) are constants, independent of the vaiue of

i or j.
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Norv, from equation (2.12) ive knorv that:

N-2 N-] N-l
lú) : t \ f;ilti) + \ ø;lii)

i=0 j=i*r i=0

Thus, the total rvave function normalisation factor is given by:

N*2 N-t N_2 N_l ¡f_l N_l
(,þ1,þ)= I t ¡,Ð Ð fit(ktlij)+f u;;I.eiÀ.(fret¿,;)

t=0 j=?+l À=0 l=À+1 i=0 t=0

N-2 N-l N_2 N_l 
^¡-I 

N_l: t t /,r t D Íitþilii)6ki6ti +ls;;\ tx*(üliil6;x
i=0 j:i+t À=0 l=À+r r1:0 À:o

/f -2 ¡t-l ,ry_l

= t t tlijl2 (ijtij) + | ls;;t' {;.t,t;l
i=0 j=t+ 1 rl=0

.¡f -2 N-l N_l:4s't L, )Í,¡l' + (4,sx2.r - 1) Ð lgooi,
t=0 j:i+ I i=0

:4s2p + ¡{leool'?(4sx2.ç - i) (3.1s)

*'here in the second last line we ha'e used both (3.16) and (3.12) and have defined:

¡f-2 N-l
Á: \- \- r¡..rs'' .¿..r z..J ,,r,r, . (3.19)

i=0 j=1:+I

To calculate B we rvill let j : p * i =--+ p : j - i. Then u,e have that:

N_2 ¡f _l-i N_2 N_l_ip:D ! lf,;*olr:f I tr,t,
i=0 p=t i:0 p=1

N_2If _l
:!!tr"t' (P!ff-r-i)

i=O p=7

1f _t N_2:IIt¡,t' (i!1{-r-P)
P=l i=0
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N-1 À-1-P: | ! tr,r'
P:l i=0

¡r'_1: It" - ù t,l' (3.20)
P:1

Thus, substituting (3.20) into (3.18) gives us:

N-1

l,þ1,þl =4s?t(¡/ -ùlÍl' +NG(4s)(25-1) (3.21)

Horvever, using equations (3.8) and (2.76) ll'e have that:

l.fis-pl : [2 + 2cos(s{À - P} - Ó))i

: [2 + 2 cos(2n{)r + )z} + 2ö - q.p - Ð]+

:12+2cos(þ - sù)L =[2+2cos(qp- Ð]+ :Vu). ß.22)

Therelore, if we define k : 1g - p, the summation in (3.21) becomes:

N-l 1f-1 N_t N_]

Ðtt- ùlr,f : Df"- p))Í¡¡-tl'? = D¡l/ul'=\nlÍl'. (3.23)
p=l ?=1 À:=t p=j

Taking both parts of (3.23) to one side of the equation gives us that:

N-1 ¡¡- 1

It"- ùlÍ,tz-LpI,,r=o
p=l p=l

N-l N_l

- tú f lÍr't _2I pr./rl, : o

P=1 P=]

N. l iv. 1 N_t

- + D vl' : f ntrot' :'f tr - p)trpt, (s.24)
p:1 p=l p=l

where in the last step u'e have again used (3.23).
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Thus, substituting this into (3.21) gives us the follou,ing result for the wave

function no¡malisation:

(,!,1,þ) = 2N 52 F - 4/VGS(2S - 1) (3.25)

(3.26)

3.4 Calculation of F

To calculate -t' rve musl first go back to equation (3.8) lvhich told us that:

lîrl' : 2 + eìlsP-ë'l ¡ "-i(eró)

Hence -t' is given br':

N_l ¡f_t N_I
F - I 1lplz =2(N - l) * I eitst'-öt - f e-ire¡'4)

p=l p=7 p=1

/f_ r N_l
:2(N - 1) -r s- ta 

I "tn, - "ió \ "-;n,. (J.27)
p=1 p=l

Now, lor the case g:2nn (z an integer),

N_I N_l

\ "tøt' = | "-ier: if - 1.

P=l p=l

Thus (3.27) becomes:

F:z(N -1)+(/s -r)(e-ió ¡";ó¡

2(1s - 1)[1 + cos({)]. (3.28)

^¡- 
l

F- t /,,t,.
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For the case q f 2ntr bolh the summations in (3.27) can be summed as a

geometric series. In lhis case u'e obtain:

F - 2(N - t)- ¿-'o feiqeie{¡i 
r)- e'el 

* "r, ir-t"-iqr^-rl-, 
-'o 

l
L eie I J ' I e-ro-r j

= z(N 1) + [" 
(']-1 

=1'- 
Ó]l - f 

e-'tq^ -or " 
¡tq-"'l'l 

t3.2e)' ' L eiq t I t .-'n-i I \¿''u)

\4/e can again use the fact that qJV : 2zr()l - )z) + 2$ ===¡ ¿ioN : 
"2ió 

to simplify

this so that (3.27) becomes:

"ic 
_ 

"i(9-ó) "-iø "- 
ilg-ót

F:2(N -1ì-- -

etq 7 e-1s -7

-2(N -tl - f 
(e-iq- 1)(€ie - et(q' ')) + (É'e - I xe-io - €-i(q-d))l

L 2 - ei't e-iq j

:2(A, -,)- 
f 

rl"""-'': i-+:+ljj jl'l
l, "1,-- -rl l

=2(N ,, , f 
2cos(d- q) - 2cos(d)l

I I cos(q) I

: z |.,'v , - 
cos(d) cos(q) r sin(d) sin(q) - cos(d)l

[ 1- cos(q) ]

:z l¡v , * cos(d)[cos(q) - 1] + sin(d)sin(q)l
L 1- cos(q) l

:, 
[r - 1 - cos(/)- sin(/){, *--ft]}]

Hou'ever, lve can no\\'use the trigonometric identities:

sin(/)= 2... (f).i" (*) and ran 6) : It##4
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F = 2[N * [1 - cos(/)] + 2.i, ($) -. (f ) ."t 13¡l

: ,1" - z-.' (3) + z,i" (g) -, (f ) -t (i)]
:2N -n..,(*) [.",(i) -cot(!),'"(*)] , kt2nn). (3,30)

We can shou' that (3.30) reduces to (3.28) in the limit as g -r 2nn via

L'Hôpital's Rule and by the use of the fact that:

e = 2nr =..* 
2"(^t]Ð-2! 

-- ,,,

- ó: rrn for m also an integer.

Then rve ha.ve that:

lim È': lim l'
Q-2n¡ 9-3¡t

ô4ntf

= 2N -+.".' (i) + a[.o. (l)],-,,,,' 
r$, l:*@ö@]

:2N -n..,,(l)+4[.*(*)] " l+'""(:) --:::"'(9)l
zt)ø-2"^ 

| *-.(l) ln_r""-

:2N + 21{ 
[.o,2 (9) - ,t", (f )] - +..,' (g)

:2N +r" |r I cos(d)l [t -cos(d)]l , f [t r ."'(d)]l-.rr-r""1 , z l-.1- ,-l
=2N + 2r'ùcos(/) -2-2cos(g)

= 2(N - 1)[t + cos(/)].
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3.5 Simplified Probatrilìty Formulae and Sum Rules

Equations (3.3) and (3.5) can nou' l¡e simplified via the use of the results of the last

three sections to provide us rvith simple calculable formulae for the probabilities.

For example, starting {rom (3.3) rve see that:

. N-l
o, = d,O ¡ ls,,r'lqi, rr¡¡

_ 
^i 

leool:(4s)(2s - I )
4N S(25 - 1)G + 2S2FN

(where ive have employed (3.14),(3.16), and (3.25))

2G(25 - 1)
(3.31)

(3.32)

As rvell, from (3.3i) we can see that P6 reduces to zero for 5 : ]. This is of course

to be expected since u'e knorv that fo¡ .9 = ] it is impossible to have trvo spin

deviations on the same site. Similarlv, starting from (3.5) lve have that:

2(25-l)G+SF
2G

= 2G+F (ForS:1)

, fN-l-¡¡
t, - dtr) | I ¡r*,*-"¡'lir,r +,.,É,r,r ,)l

* llru.u-n-,,1'lr¿ 'l
Í__0 , , . , h * N - zl,k,,b t 1ú -n)l_]

: Jrrrf"i" '''''n'')* 
I ¡¡r'-"r'?1as'?¡]

: ffin* - ùlr,,,l' + ,"lrl'-,lz)

_ 4S2l(N - n)11"12 + nlf,.Pl
Nl4s(25 - l)G + 25' Fl

: 2SlÍ'"12: røs -¡e¡ sr (3'33)
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: zlf "12 F.a" Ç - .r

2G+F

(with again the caveal that for N even, one must multiply l¡1, a correction factor of

I l'hen calculating Pg ).

Note that both formulas (3.32) and (3.34) appear to have been used in the

paper b¡' HP, but were not explicitlv stated.

The quantities )Í"l2, G, and tr' have, of course, been previously defined via

equations (3.8), (3.15), (3.28) and (3.30), but will be reite¡ated here fo¡ complete-

ness.

(3.34)

(3.35)
_ (2(N-1)[i+cos(/)]
o - tr"-4*,(É) [.*(l)

(q :2n¡')
-cor(å).'"(9)] Gl2nî)

l"l2:[2+zcos(qn,þ)] (3.37)

Now from the conservation of probability lve knou' that the sum of all the

probabilities, ?, lor any given state must necessaril)' be equa.l to one. \4Ie can shorv

that this is indeed true as:

., À-t
r=Pot;IP"

z '-t

- æti-- *- l'"r" -rl - jilzs¡1r" ']
2G(25-1)+S¡'

- 2(2S L)6r + SLF 
: '
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(The factor of ] in front of the summation is necessary to prevent the double

counting of probabilities, i.e. for N : 7,, Pz is ihe same as P5.)

This result defines rvhat s'ill be called our first sum rule, i.e.

'' {-1
P0 + ; ) . ¿, : t (V fixed k¡,1c2, anð, E) (3.38)2 /--t

n=1

A second sum rule, based on observations, tvill be given in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

Programming Considerations

4.1 The Range of À1 and lg

\¡ia the derivations of the last two chapters we no\l, have the necessary apparatus

to determine the dispersion relationship and associated eigenstate probabiliiies lor

difiering values of spin, number of particles on tþe chain, uniaxial anisotropy, single-

ion anisotropv, and magnetic fields. One simpll' feeds the transcendental equation

(2,74) into a computer program designed to find roots then calculates the associated

probabilities using equations (3.31) and (3.33). Unfortunately life is not that simple.

Determination of roots of complicated erluations involr'es a searching procedure in

the complex plare. As rvell, one must find these roots for manv diferent values of the

input parameters À1 and À2, each combination generating a different transcendental.

One can easily see holg the computer resources available could quicklv be exhausted

if one vi'ere not careful. Consequently, il is in one's best interest to find the minimal

range of Àl and Àz needed to generate a complete set o{ solutions. To do this rve

rvill first shorv that the dispersion relation is unique onlv over a range in K-space

of r (The range \\'e will use in this case u'ill be from I{ :0 to I{ - r).
Thus consider a solution set of (2.74) defined by {À1,)r,d} rvhere À1 and )2

are an¡' integer values. Define a "primed" solution set {À1', À2,, d,} as follows:

Àr':)r*n/ù'
\z' :Àz+mN

ö':ó,

(4.1),
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rvhere r¿ and r¿ are inlegers such that )t' + Às' e [0, N]

===+ I(t = 
2r()r'+ ):') 

€ to.2?rl.

^r 

! lvt!

Then, according 1o definitions (2.36) rve have that:

¡r, = 
ZoÀt!+ ó' 2r(\ +lN) + ó : tct * 2trn

and kr' = 
2n\tl--ó' 

- 
2n(^z -!'N) + ö = ltz - 2trm,

Substituting these definitions into (2.31) rve see that

JiJ : JíJ

Hence both the "primed" rvave {unction and the ,'unprimed', *,ar.e function are iden-

tical. Their onlv difference is in their respective 1{ r'alues. Thus anr, g,ave function

rvith a iotal *'a'enumber outside of the range [0,2n] has an identical *'a'efunction

inside o{ that range, rvith the transformation gi'en by (4.1). Therefore the magnon

dispersion relation is only unique over a range in If no greater than 2z-.

Following a similar procedure rve can further shou, that this range can be

reduced bv half (i.e. so that dispersion relation need onlv be given over a range in

1l from 0 to n). We will assume that due to the previous argument l,e now have a

solution set of the transcendental defined br':

{Àr,Àz,d} $,irhÀr*.rr=f,+o, 1o<"<f;).

Again, define "primed" quantities by:

Àr' : -Àr

)z' : -)s * /g (4.2)

ó' :-ó
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=.==+kt 
2tr(-À1\-S

l: 
^r - 

= -¡tl

anrl ¡r' 2n(- \z ! N) + ti' : ltz * 2¡r' ¡rI

Thus again using definition (2.31) ive have that:

l;i : ¡ot ("-o') - f¡¡.

In this case the "primed" s'ave function is the negative of the ,,unprimed" wave

function (i.e. they are equivalent to rvithin a. global phase factor). Hou,ever, for the

ttprimed" rvave functions rve now have that:

t,t 2n()r'+ ):')
1{

2n(-À1 -Àz+I/) zn(-[f+a] +¡¿)
1g 1g

2¡(4-a\
ff€[0,22r].

Thus ri'e see that for evert' rvave function g'ith a total u.ave-r'eclor in the range

ir,2n] there is an identical wave function in the range [0,r]. Hence rve onlï need

specifl' f|¡s dispersion relation for values of 1( in the latter range.

Nou', because of this restriction on 1(, rve a.re onlv interested in values of )¡

and À2 such that Àl * Às I #. This range of "À" space is depicted bv the shaded

region shown in Figure (4.1). However, although this region contains a.n infinite

number of )'s, much of it is redundant. Only a small portion need be considered to

generate all the different eigenstates.

For example, suppose that {À1, À2, /} generate a wave function satisfying our

transcendental relation (2.74). Then if we define:

)l':)r*1[,
Àz' = ÀzT N,

ó':óand

(4.3)
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Figure 4.1: 0 < K < zr region of À-spa.ce

then these will generate an equivalent wave function since b¡, (2.86) we then have

that:

kt' : ht x2n

lct' : l"z+2tr

ö'=ó

which tells us that fi¡t : fir'. Thus the necessary range of )r and )z can be confined

to the area in Figure (4.1) betrveen the tri,o solid lines. Any eigenstate with À¡,12

outside this range can be mapped into it'ia the "primed" transformation (4.3),

and still produce an identical sta.te.
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This range can be further reduced by the tra.nsformation:

^1 
:/.2,

E: E

(4.4)

and

In this case we find that tr t" : kt' and ,Ln" - fr1/. Hence using these definitions and

definitions (2.36) and (2.38) u'e find that Tr " : Tl' and Ts" = Tlr so that again

the wave function remains invariant under the transformation. In this ì\¡ay we can

halve the area in )-space that ri'e need lo consider bt', for example, disregarding all

eigenstates with )1 > )2 since, bl' transformation (4.4), they are equivalent to a

state rvith Às ) À1.

Therefore, the area of À-space that lve shall use to generate our solutions of

(2.74) is shorvnin Figure (4.2). \Ã¡hile this is not necessarily the minimal region, and

further transformations may exist u'hich could prove lhat this region may be reduced

even more, it lvas found to be sufficiently small for our calculations. Horvever, using

Figure (4,2), one can easil¡' see that the area of this region can be calculated to be:

Thus if one we¡e to increase the particle number, the range of the À,s cove¡ed would

increase as the square. Hence, unless one onlv intends to run the program once,

before one tries to inc¡ease ,Iú much beyond the values used in this thesis (most

calculations were done with 12 particles) it rvould be first advisable to determine a

u'ay of reducing the region in Figure (a.2) stitl further.

As a furthe¡ note, often in papers on ihis topic the range o{ / is limited to

[-zr', zr]. One can shorv that ever¡' eigenstate does indeed have an identical eigenstate

þ 
(+)'l' 

þ 
(+)'1, : (#)' (+)' : +
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Figure 4.2: Region of À-space used in numerical calculations.

(r'ith onlv their respective À numbers differing) by the fo owing i¡ansformation. we
let:

Àt'=)r*¿,
)r'=Às+2,

and þt = þA2ntr

(4.5)
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u'ith z defined so that þ € [-r', r]. Then by (2.36):

,-, _ Zn(Àt tn) + (Sa2ntr) 2tr(\ + ö)
^.---N-:'_o,

and prt -2r(\zin) -.(ó+2nn) =2"(À?- ó) : lr,.¡ú iv

==+ Í;i : l;¡.

Hence both rvave functions are equivalent,

Note that since transformations (4.3) and (4.4) teave l/l invariant then the

application of (4,5) followed bv these trvo transfo¡mations u,ill map any eigenstate

to an equivalent one in the minimal range given in Figure (a.2) but also rvith

ó € l-n,r)'

4.2 Ising Calculations

Upon inspection of our transcendental equation (2.74) one observes that every time

a facto¡ of p appears it is multiplied by a. factor of cos (f), and vice-r,ersa. This

immediatelr'tells us that setting p : 0 or 1l : ?ï results in the same transcendental

equation. In other rvords, the eigenstates located on lhe Brillouin zone boundary are

equivalent to the Ising eigenstates. Hence b¡'examining the Ising case separatelv we

can gain informalion into the eigen-energies on the Brillouin zone boundar¡, u,ithout

resorting to equation (2.74 ).

Therefo¡e consider our Hamiltonian (2,1) rvith p set to 0, ie:

H : *r ÐsÍsi*, _ át(.r,:)? ,HÐs;
i=t ì:1 i:l

(4.6)

Since all the spin operators in (a.6) simply multipll' the basis kets by a constant

then all possible two spin-flip states are eigenstates. In addition, since we are

only considering NN interactions, there are only three separate cases that we must

distinguish. These are the case where the rvave function has tu,o spin flips are on
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the same site, the case s'here the spin de'iations are on NN sites, and finally the

case u'here the spin deviations are on sites separated bv at least one undeviated

parti cle.

In the first case, by operating t'ith Hamiltonian (4.6) u,e easill, see that the

energv eigenvalues turn out to be:

E: Jl(N -z)5, + 2s(.s- 2)l-át(/r - 1).çe + (.r- 2)rl

- 111(Jf - 1)^ç + (,s - 2)l

= 4JS +46(5 -1) +2'.t1 +l_JN52 _ á¡i¡.92 _HNSI (4.7)

Horvever, from (2.19) s'e knori.that:

Eo = l_J N 52 _ 6N 52 _ HN S)

Consequently, (4.7 ) becomes:

e -- E - Eo -- 4J S + 46(5 - 1) + 271.

Similarly, for lhe deviations on adjacent sites case rve have that:

E : -J[(1ù - 3)S2 + 2(.ç - 1)^9 + (.e - 1)r] - ól(¡f - z)s' +z(s - t)21

- 111{J¿ - 2).ç + 2(s - 1)l

: J (45 - 1) + 26(25 - t) + 2?1 + l-l¡'¡,ç2 - 5 N 52 - HN Sl

:+€= J(45-1)+26(25-1.)+211. (4.e)

Finally, for the case of the deviations separated by at least one site:

E : -JIW - 4)52 +4(s- 1)sl - ó[(¡/ -2)s2 +2(s- 1)r]

- 71[(N - 2)s + 2(s - 1)]

: 4J S + 26(25 _ 1) + 277 + [_J N 52 _ 6N 32 _ HN Sl

(4.8)
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+ e -- 4J S + 26(25 - 1) + 211. (4.10 )

Horvever, if rve u'ere to tr¡' to generate these states via our equations of

chapter 2, then from (2.40) and (2.68) u'e rvould have that:

, : "r [(as + 26tes - r) + u1')- 4pslcos (f).* (i)]] (4.11)

Norv lrom our definition (2.31) ive knou' that the real part of / must be finite in order

for the rvave function to be *ell-deflned. So, if *,e also assume that the imaginar¡,

part of / is flnile then for either the case {p : 0 V1l} or the case {I{:ríp)
equation (4.11) reduces lo:

e : J las + z6tQs - 1) + zirtl (4.12)

This is identical to equation (a.8), the case of tli,o separated magnons. Unfortu-

nately, the other trvo energv eigenvalues rve anticipated are missingl rhis presents

us rvith a contra.diction that must be resolved by removing our previous assump-

tion, i.e. ive let lrn,(/) : foo. Obviousll', if this is the case, we could not expect

anv computer program to generate these states. Therefore, they must be added to

a computer generated spectrum of states separately. Their associated À1,À2, and

-Re(/) values rvill be s'orked out in a non-rigorous fashion belou,.

To do this, live re-express (4.11) as:

,: t[(+s +26'(zs -1)+271,)

- 4pS cos (f ) (-'1ç, ¡ cosh((2 ) + t sin((l) sinh((, )) ]

u'here n'e define:

h: aeG)

and (z: Im (Í) = +-.

(4.13)
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We rvill require that the imaginary part of (4,13) vanishes. Thus, since co, ({) i,
rea1, this sa¡'s that we must have:

sin((1)sinh((e) : sin((r ) sinh(+oo) -0 (4.14)

Since sinh(*oo) : *o" then our onlv

i.e. (1 : ntr lor n an integer (t'e ivill

have tha-t:

hope of (4.14) being valid is if sin((1) = ¡,
take n:0). If this, then, in turn is true, l,e

e,:Regl : (t!\-]:rc) -o
=+ Re(þ) = "(Àr - Às).

A solution to this (at least for even values of ff) rvould be À1 : À2 and .Re(/) : [.
To rigorouslv check these results one rvould ha'e to substitute these r.alues

into (4.11) and take some kind of discretized limit to 'erify that (4.11) rvas lrue.

However, only lhe fact that these states exist and knoll'ing their energies is reallS,

important. These ha'e been u'orked out at the beginning o{ this section starting

from the Ising assumption. Finding a possible À¡ and À2 is solelv done for com_

pleteness. The fact thaf Im.(S) = oo for these states is strongl¡, suggested bv the

data shorvn in section (4.4).

4.3 The Computer Prograrns

H¡e shall now take a look at the computer programs used to actually calculate our

eigenstates. These are listed in appendices 3 and 4.

The first program, found in Appendìx 3, is a FORTRAN program rvhich

actually generates the states, It uses two IMSL [lg] subroutines called ,,ZSRCH"

and "ZANLYT".

Subroutine ZSRCH generates "I(" points in a region of the complex plane

defined by the parameters "4" and "8". These coordinates a¡e later used as t¡ial

starting points for finding the roots of equation (2.74).
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\4/e then loop over the relevant region of À-space given in section (4.1). Inside

this loop rve call the subroutine ZANLYT which determines the roots of a function-

subprogram called "PHASE". This subprogram is in eflect equation (2.74). Z^N-

LYT determines these roots bv using the l\4uller method with deflation rvith all of

the points generated by ZSRCH as initial guesses. After calculating these zeros of

(2.7a) al the related quantities such as K, 9, G, F, and hence the probabilities are

calculated. Horve'er, in order lo avoid problems *'ith the denominator of the cotan-

gent and provide more accuracy, equation (3.35) lvas not used in the calculation of

F. Instead rve resorted to the original definition of F, equation (3,26), incorporating

the Iollowing modifi cations.

\4Ie knos'that l/"1 is not defined for n > f. Horvever, identity (3.22) tells us

that l/¡-,, 1 = l/,.1. Thus:

^,_1n - \- r¡ 13
' - /-- ¡LPt

N/2 N-r
=!tr"t'+ Ð lñl?

p= I r:4+ I

N /2 N l2-1:!lrul'+ ! l"fr,,-nl2
p=l p=l

N /2 N l2-t:f rut'+ t l/pl'?
p=l p=l

(N /2)-t:2 t Jtul,+)f+1' (4.15)

u'here rve have assumed that 1V

substitution: l: N - p. For odd

even and in the second step have made the

ive simply replace the "N f2" al the top of the

ls

N
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summations Uy 4# . In this case u'e obtain analogoush, that:

N-1 (N-r )/2¡': I V1'1, -2 t lr'f .

p=l p-l
(4.16)

substitution of equation (3.8) into (4.15) or (4.16) completes our description of our

modified form of F.

As a final note, one should be arvare of the fact thal in running this program,

often a fairly large number of initial guesses lvere generated by the program ZSRCH

(in actual t¡ials often 80 rvere needed). This u'as necessary to insure that all the

roots rvere calculated. on most occasions ho*'ever, onll'one root existed for a fixed

value of À1 and )2. Consequentlv most of the initial guesses rvould converge to

the same root and thus the same solution n'ould be generated many times ot er.

Eliminating these duplicate solutions rvas part of the job of the second program,

found in Appendix 4.

This second program r¡'as vi'ritten in the SAS 131] programming language. It's

purpose rvas to c¿rrt' out the aforesaid elimination of equiYalent eigenstates and

then to plot these energt' eigenvalues versus their respective total rvavenumbe¡s.

The former task was initially done by first sorting the eigenstates according to

their wavenumbers, energies and probabilities, and then eliminating those that had

identical values. unfortunately, there *ere several occasions u,here the probabilities,

energies, and total *'avenumbers of trvo non-equivalent eigenstates were the same.

Their non-equivalence 
'i'as 

borne out by actually calculating the basis coefficients

/¿ ol the respectir.e wave functions bv hand and observing ihat they were, in fact,

dife¡ent. Thus, in addition to comparing the K,s, energies and probabilities, rve

also had to calculate and compare set'eral sample "f,¡,s to draw a true comparison.

Care had to be taken here though. Ttvo states differing in a global phase factor of

some odd multiple of n rvould have different "fl¡ r'alues (one rvould be the negative
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of the other), but rvould in fact represent the same state. one also had to heed this

fact when constructing this program.

The second task of this program u'as, as mentioned, the actual plotting of the

dispersion relation. Each eigenstate was plotted rvith a. number representative o{

the maximum probabilit¡' value of that state. For example, a state I'ith a p2 value

larger than any of the other P', values (i.e. a state rvhich is most likely to have

it's spin flips trvo lattice sites apart) r.vill be represented by a *2" on the rlispersion

relation. In this rvay a rough idea of the densitv of states across the continuum

could be obtained from the graph. In addition, as a guide for determination of

bound states, the actual boundaries of the continuum u'ere plotted. This was easilv

done b¡' the use of equation (4.11). For anl'value of It rve let cos (f) assume it's

maximum and minimum values. Substituting these back into (4.11) gives us the

continuum boundaries as a function of I{ (see Figure (1.2)).

4.4 The Results

\4/e rvill norv take a look at the results of implementing these programs rvith 'ario's
diflerent'alues for the anisotropv constants, particle number, spin, and intensity of

magnetic field. As a representati'e sample u'e rvill first iook at the case *,here the

number of particles N : 72, S : I, p :1, 6t :0.75, and ?fr = 0. After examining

this case we will determine the efects of changing the other parameters.

Thus, a table of all the different eigenstates generated fo¡ the case under

consideration is given in table (4.1), \4/e see that we cair broadly divide these states

into trvo types, states rvhere the I*(ó) :0, and states where lrz(/) I 0 and, Re(þ)

is some multiple of z'. Upon plotting these states (Figure (4.3)) we note that all

the states having a non-zero imaginary part in the phase angle correspond to the

bound states. As rve proceed along the bound state branch torvards the Brillouin

zone edge a1 K : r this imaginary component of the phase angle in each state

steadily increases. This, of course, culminates on the zone boundary with the Ising

states which, as mentioned, musi have I*(ó) : *oo, We will assume that this is
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*oo since Im(þ) is increasing.

The fact that all eigenstates on the bound state branch have an imaginarv

component to the phase angle fits l'ith our interpretafion of those states being ones

in ivhich the trvo magnons have a. high probability of being concentrated together.

We can see this in a rough sort of rvav by examination oI the amplitude factors /"¡,
definition (2,31). Upon substituting the expressions for the magnon rvave vectórs

(2.36) into this definition, and defining:

e = I¡n(ó), (4.17)

rve obtain:

"19"I;j : .*o t- - -
ltD

-l- exo I I.12

$tr -:rl*'l( )l

- frtt-'rl"*l( )l (4.18)

u'here [...] represents contribulion to /.¡ from the real part of the phase angle

(oscillatorv in nature). As g gets large tve can see that it acts as a. damping factor

in the first term, making it negligible in comparison to the second term. The second

term also has a damping factor, given ¡y #(j - i). This damping is greatest rvhen

the sites on the chain are the farthest apart. Hence, for large g, T;¡ and thus P1_¡ is

greatest u'hen (i - j) is small. This, of course, corresponds to the case of magnons

on the same or NN sites.

Evidence of trend is born oui upon examination of the probability l,alues

found in table (4.2). We see that, as expected, for bound states the values for the

Iower numbered probabilities begin to dominate as u'e approach the zone boundary.

We also, hot'ever, notice another trend. In addiiion to our first sum rule (8.38), we

see that if we add up the P,,'s for any value of n r¡'ith 1( fixed, then ihis sum ahvays

adds up to one. In other rvords if rve add up the, say P¡, values of all the states
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found on a slice of constant K on the dispersion relation, then we will alu,ays get

one. We can mathematically express this as:

tt

I ¿'(e') - r vn (1( fixed)'

rvhere -Ð; is the energt' of an i¿À eigenstate with rvavevector 1( and

(4.1e )

P: Nl2 for N even

: (N + 1)12 for N odd.

This defines our second sum rule. The facl that the number of eigenstates on a slice

ol constant 1l is given by p above can be shot'n bv the following argument.

\4/e knorv that there are ¡l different values that the n in P,, can assume. Hence,

since the sum of any P,., on a slice of constant 1l is one, then the sum of all ¡l p,,,s

on tha.t slice is p, i.e.

/-L\

ÐÐ'"@) -,
¡=0 ¡i=1

) /r-1
or !!e,{ø;)=r (4.20)

with À being the numbe¡ of eigenstates on a slice. Norv, from our flrst sum rule rve

knot' that:

/1-l

! l" : 1 (V fixed state.)

!{r); : t' ==+ À: ,.
rl= I

Thus (4,20) becomes:
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E Àr Àz Re(ó\ Im(ó\ #K E \ 
^r 

Re(ó\ In( ó\
I 0.0000 r.36511 0
2 0.0000 t.89442 -L
3 0.0000 3.33191 -2
4 0.0000 5.04149 -3
5 0.0000 6.69211 -4
6 0.0000 8.31644 -5
7 0.0000 9.35852 -?
8 0.5236 1.54066 0

I 0.5236 1.63630 0

10 0.5236 2.62468 -7

11 0.5236 4.22434 -2
i2 0.5236 5.8294I -2
13 0.5236 7.45242 -4
14 0.5236 8.82850 -5
15 0.5236 9.36370 -6
16 r.0472 1.83713 1

17 t.0472 2.33542 0

18 1.0472 3.57714 -1

19 r.0472 5.03284 -2
20 1.0472 6.46548 .3

21 L.0472 ?.91324 -3
22 r.0472 8.83875 -6
23 1.5708 2.37944 1

24 r.5708 2.67157 1

25 i.5708 3.3r797 0
26 1.5708 4.45417 -1
27 L.5708 5.58637 -1
28 1.5?08 6.8457r -3
29 1.5708 7.91633 -3
30 1.5708 8.32843 -5
31 2.09439 2.99937 2
32 2.09439 3.61393 1

33 2.09439 4.25517 0
34 2.09439 4.98658 -1
35 2.09439 5.887?9 -1
36 2.09439 6.835?0 -3
37 2.09439 7.42t45 -5
38 2.6r799 3.62653 2
39 2.61799 4.46472 2

40 2.61?99 4.51841 2

41 2.61799 4.78405 |
42 2.61799 5.30627 0

t)

7

1

2

3

4

5

5

8

2

2

3

4

4

6

6

8

2

.t

4

5

0.000 3.7077 43 2.61?99 5.90194 -2 7 4.640 0.0000
0.909 0.0000 44 2.67799 6.36280 -2 7 -2.398 0.0000
0.591 0.0000 45 2.61799 6.53528 -4 I 3.142 0.0000
1.379 0.0000 46 3.14159 5.50000 3 3 3.7?0 0.0000
2.652 0.0000 4't 3.t4t59 5.50000 -2 8 2.513 0.0000
3.192 0.0000 48 3.14159 5.50000 1 5 1.257 0.0000
3.082 0.0000 49 3.r4r59 5.50000 -2 I 5.027 0.0000
3.142 -2.6645 50 3.14159 5.50000 0 6 0.000 0.0000
3.142 0.0000 51 3.14159 4.00000 3 3 0.000 co
0.647 0.0000 52 3.14159 4.50000 3 3 0.000 oo

0.896 0.0000
-4.166 0.0000
3.068 0.0000
3.250 0.0000
3.142 0.0000
0.000 -4.046
1.256 0.0000
0.778 0.0000
r.623 0.0000
2.894 0.0000
-2.965 0.0000
3.045 0.0000
3.r42 5.4081
3.142 0.0000
1.149 0.0000
1.403 0.0000
-3.508 0.0000
3.475 0.0000
-2.866 0.0000
3.t42 0.0000
0.000 8.3228
2.2t3 0.0000
t.779 0.0000
3.115 0.0000
-2.342 0.0000
3.791 0.0000
2.909 0.0000
3.t42 -14.392
3.142 0.0000
-0.740 0.0000
-0.261 0.0000
-0.883 0.0000

Table 4.1: Generated Eigenstates fo¡ -lf : !2, S :1, J = 1.00, p: i.00, ó : 0.2b,
and fI :0,00.
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r 0.0000 1.365r1 0.16829 0.29209 0.rs089 0.r3164 0.098r0 0.08r06 0.03793
2 0.0000 r.89442 0.r3681 0.15r63 0.01889 0.02006 0.r5428 0.32088 0.197.16

3 0.0000 3.33rsr 0.21507 0.02400 0.13933 0,313rr 0.05444 0.09403 0.r6002
4 0.0000 5.0414s 0.28933 0.07846 0.2r350 0.03034 0.25r99 0.003{9 0.13289

5 0.0000 6.69211 0.15463 0.28017 0.03494 0.r7464 0.r90r0 0.02497 0.14055
6 0.0000 8.31644 0.03327 0.15498 0.32354 0.r6592 0.00002 0.16045 0.16182
? 0.0000 9.35852 0.00260 0.01867 0.0?891 0.16429 0.25107 0.3r513 0.r6933

1.00000 1.00000 r.00000 1.00000 r.00000 t.00001 1.00000

8 0.5236 r.54066 0.23759 0.38505 0.21449 0,10802 0.0{130 0.01055 0.00000
I 0.5236 1.63630 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
l0 0.5236 2.62468 0.r6767 0.08498 0.01600 0.2]t019 0.3452A 0.15587 0.00000

ll 0.5236 4.22434 0.26691 0.00360 0.2?583 0.08226 0.11277 0.25863 0.00000
12 0.5236 5.8234r 0.24175 0.21679 0.02933 0,24484 0.00755 0.2J9?3 0.00000
13 0.õ236 ?.{52{2 0.0?471 0.23859 0.22390 0.00010 0.23380 0.22890 0.00000
r4 0.5236 8.E2850 0.01136 0.0?098 0.24044 0,33458 0.25630 0.0863{ 0.00000
r5 0.5236 9.36370 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

0.999S9 0.SS999 0.S9999 0.S9999 1.00000 r.00002 0.00000

r6 1.04?2 r.83713 0.22123 0.34497 0.18718 0.10?31 0.06766 0.0{9sr 0.02214
r? 1.04'12 2.33542 0.1r238 0.10379 0.00154 0.0396r 0.rE580 0.34636 0.20751
l8 1.0472 3.51714 0.2rr28 0.0r259 0.15989 0.30928 0.04?32 0.09899 0.r6065
lg 1.04?2 5.03284 0.28763 0.70227 0.191?8 0.04068 0.24238 0.004?5 0.1305r
20 1.04?2 6.46548 0.r3783 0.27S28 0.052r8 0.1609r 0.20434 0.02225 0.t432r
21 1.0472 7.91324 0.02753 0.14053 0.32812 0.r?912 0.00028 0.r5979 0.16463
22 1.04?2 8.83875 0.00212 0.01656 0.0?632 0.Ì6309 0.25221 0.3r835 0.17135

r.00000 0.ss999 r.0000r r.00000 0.s9999 r.00000 r.00000

23 1.5?08 2.37944 0.32287 0.42396 0.r6656 0.0622r 0.02024 0.00416 0.00000
24 1.6108 2.6?r57 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
25 r.5?08 3.3r7S7 0.11r84 0.03299 0.05054 0.27923 0.34882 0.11652 0.00000
26 1.5?08 4,4541? 0.27224 0.02808 0.27794 0.04942 0.13163 0.24069 0.00000
27 r.5?08 5.58637 0.20634 0.25963 0.00395 0,26356 0.0009S 0.26553 0.00000
28 r.5?08 6.845?1 0.04961 0.20087 0.27109 0.00223 0.22629 0.2499r 0.00000
29 r.5?08 ?.91633 0.00710 0.0544? 0.22992 0.34328 0.2?204 0.09319 0.00000

r.00000 r.00000 1.00000 0,99999 1.00001 1.00000 0.00000

31 2.09439 2.99937 0.42685 0.42739 0.10738 0.02?45 0.00?50 0.00259 0.00083
32 2.09439 3.61393 0.04281 0.00638 0.01853 0.r1333 0.2{880 0.36496 0.20519
33 2.09433 4.25517 0.2152S 0.01402 0.24303 0.24530 0.01õ27 0.11660 0.15050
34 2.09439 4.98658 0.24117 0.23474 0.06520 0.12489 0.190?8 0.0r66E 0.12655
35 2.09139 5.88779 0.06245 A.22255 0.16386 0.09908 0.2??58 0.01220 0.1622A
36 2,09439 6.83570 0.01061 0.08530 0.33545 0.23188 0.00410 0.r5684 0.r?582
37 2.09439 7.421{5 0.00082 0.00963 0.06655 0.1580? 0.25598 0.!3012 0.r?883

r.00000 1.0000t 1.00000 1.00000 1.0000¡ o3s9s9--füõ000

38 2.61799 3,62653 0.63592 0.33102 0.03007 0.002?3 0.00024 0.00002 0.00000
3S 2,61?99 4.464?2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.ò0000 0.00000 0.00000
40 2.617S9 4.51841 0.24{85 0.24559 0.227f2 0.t6156 0.08941 0.0248? 0,00000
41 2.61799 4.?8405 0.093{6 0.214.{2 0.002i6 0.15340 0.35204 0.¡8{02 0.00000
42 2.6t799 5.30627 0.02030 0.12925 0.1?431 0.26602 0.05039 0.359?4 0.00000{3 2.61?9S 5.901S4 0,00{66 0.06294 0.3?354 0.05004 0.r9139 0.31?12 0.000004{ 2,61?S9 6.36280 0.00081 0.016?8 0.r9r69 0.36026 0.31653 0.n393 0.00000
45 2.61799 6.53528 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00{0q 0.00000 0,00000

1.00000 r.00000 0.99999 1.00001 rJ0000-il0tooo ì¡oooo

{6 3.r4r59 5.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.03820 0.13820 0.26180 0.36180 0.20000
47 3.r4r59 5.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.03820 0.13820 0.26180 0.36180 0.20000
48 3.t4r59 5.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.26180 0.36r80 0.03E20 0.13820 0.20000
49 3.14159 5.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.26r80 0.36180 0.03820 0.13820 0.20000
50 3.14t59 5.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.40000 0.00000 0.40000 0.00000 0.20000
51 3.14r59 4.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
52 3.14159 {.50000 0.00000 r.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0000q 0,00000

r.00000 t.00000 1.00000 1.00000 r.00000 r¡0000- ll¡¡00¡-

Table 4.2: Probability Values fo¡ N : 12, S : !., J: 1.00, p = 1.00, á: 0.25,
and .i'1 - 0.00.
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Nos' there is one case horveve¡ u'here this sum rule does not apph,. If rve

examine table (4.2) rve see that for odd values of m r.vith It = 2nr"¡¡¡ all the p6

'alues 
are zero. It is eas¡' to shorv that in general this behavio¡ rvill occur for p¡,

values r.r'henever N is even. We can do this by examining o'r expression for the

probabilities, equation (3.34), i.e.

P" o lÍ,,J2 : 12 ¡ 2 cos(qn - g)1. (4.21)

Forz: N12, anà using the expression {or the diference ryave vector, (2.76), u,e

have that:

on_ó- [2r(Àr - Àr)+ 2ó1 /N\'!" \'- 
^, 

-flrJ-l'-r(Àr-Às)+ó-d=r()r-Àr).

But u'hen K : 2r(Àt + 
^2)lN 

:2r¡nlN v'ith m odd, then rye knou,that one of

either )1 or )2 must be odd. Thus (À1 - )z) : mru,here rn, is also odcl. Hence

(4.21) becomes:

P" cx 12 * 2 cos(m'n)] : 0.

We note that this onc exception to our sum rule rvould not exist *,hen u,e have an

odd number of particles on the chain.

Norv this one fairly specialised case aside, it rvas found that this sum rule

rvas obeyed in all the trials u'ith.9 ( 1 (comments on trials made with higher

values of spin l'ill be made later). Discoverv of this rule hou,ever rvas not based

on divine interventi.n or luck but moti'ated bv an analogous rule deri'ed by Loly,

Choudhur¡', and Fehlne¡ [22] for the case of an infinite number of particles. They

used the Green function approach to determine an integrated sum rule for p6 at

I{ -- 0, viz.

DOS(E)íE: J(25 -1) (4.22)
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l'here DO^9(E) is the densit¡' of states at an energv -Ð. \4/e must be careful rvhen

we compaÌe this sum rule to our result hou'eve¡, as (4.22) u,as deriYed for the case

of an infinite number of particles, rvhile we used a finite number. \4ore importantl¡,

though, equation (4,22) t¡cas derived under the assumption of a completely isotropic

Hamiltonian. Hence (4.22) *'as really only used as a moti'ating factor to see if a

sum rule existed in our case. It is interesting to note though, that for the case of

5 = 1, then both the sum rules do, in fact, agree. This continued to be the case e\¡en

ri'hen the difrerent anisotrop¡' terms *'ere varied. This fact rvould seem to suggest

that a sum rule similar to (4.22), but derived for an anisotropic Hamiltonian, u,ould

still be invariant of the anisotropv terms.

In addition to the sum rule, other interesting features of the eigenstales can be

noted bv looking at the dispersion relation plot of these stales, Figure (a.3). (Note

that on this and follorving gra,phs, a "x" represents a trivial solution state, i.e. a

state that has all j/¡¡l : 0, and hence all P,, - 0. It rvas found that these triviaL

solutions to our Hamiltonians u'ere only found on the edges of the trvo-magnon

continuum. )

From this plot we see that both a single-ion and an ,,exchange', bound state

exist belorv the continuum. As mentioned in the introduction, the single-ion bound

state is characterised by the trvo magnons being concentrated on the same site, u'hile

the exchange bound state is ideniified by the magnons being most likely found on

adjacent sites. Thus the lo*'er of these states appears to be exchange type for lorv

1(, then reverts to single-ion t¡'pe at large Il. This is due to hybridizing interactions

betrveen the lorver single-ion bound state and the upper exchange bound state. This

relationship betrveen the exchange bound state and the single-ion bound state can

more easily be seen in Figure (4.6).

In this Figure rve see the dispersion relation plotted for various values of the

single-ion anisotropv constant á?. We notice that for ó, = 0 only the exchange

bound state exists, This is the case dealt rvith in the paper by Hp. Thus the first
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Figure 4,3: Sample Dispersion Relationship.
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2_MAGNON DISPERSION RELATION
(N=40,s= 1,J= 1.00,RHo= L.o0,D=0.25,H=0.00)
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Figure 4.4: Dispersion Relationship for a Large Numbe¡ of particles.
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CONTINUUT'f DENSITY OF STATES FOR PO CONTINLIUT,f DENSITY OF STATES FOR P I
(N=40,S=l,J=1.00,RH0=1.00,D=0.75,H=0.00,K=0) ( N =4 0.S= t.J= t,0O,RHo=r.O0,D=0.75,t{=0.00,K=0)

CONTINUUÀ,1 ÐENSITY OF STÄTES FOR P2 CONTINUUM DENSITY OF STATES IìOR I)20
(N =40,S= l,J = l.00.llllO= 1.00,D=0.?á,1{=0.00,K=0) (N=40,S=1,J=t.00,RI10=1.00.D=0.75.11=0.00,K=O)

Figure 4.5: DOS {or Various Pn's u'hen ff = 0
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plot on Figure (4.6) is essentiall¡' the same as the one HP obtained, although our

plot is presenled in a someone diflerent and more conventional rva],. As we increase

á' the single-ion bound state appears from the bottom edge of the continuum at

large K, and gra.duallv edges dou'nl'ard until a degeneracy between the two bound

states occurs on the zone edge. This happens u'hen ó, : 0.5. After this the grad-

ual hybridization betrveen the states continues as the upper bound state becomes

exchange in character and the lorver state gradually reve¡ts to the single-ion type.

At ó'= 2.00 we can see that this process is almost complete, rvith lhe lorver bound

state nolv being single-ion and the upper one exchange, the opposite situation lo

rvhat rve had for small óf. Note that this situation is also depicted for the If --+ oo

case in Papanicolaou and Psaltakis [27].

At this point it would be rvell to comment on the problems tha,t occurred

when *'e set 6r : 0 (the case HP considered). Because of equation (2.49) *'e u'ere

forced to make the assumption that Otl0, i.e. that

-4pS cos (f ) -. (l) + 26t + 0,

or, expressing this another t'av using (2,47), tha|

(4.23)

€-4SJ -1J +26tJ +0. (4.24)

Any eigenstates viola.ting these conditions u'ould have their validitv in question,

since all of our eigenstate generating equations were based on these assumptions. If
rve set ór : 0, then (4.23) tells us that rve n'ill have problems u'ith our states on the

zone boundart'(since they haye a total tyavevector K ol n). As u'ell, (4,24) indicates

lha,t whenever rve set 1l: óf :0, rve must not have anv states with ¿:4J,g. This

case does) ìn fact, occur rvith several of the eigenstates u'hen r,r,e set ,9 : I (see Hp,s

paper). To ai'oid this problem rve make a separate check fo¡ condition (4.24) anð,

disregard any states to which (4.24) does not hoid t¡ue, As well, rvhen we want to
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Figure 4.6: Dispersion Relaiionships for Va¡ious values of ó,.
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examine the case of small á' rve set á' : 0.01, not á, : 0. \/eriflcation that rve are

justified in eliminating these states is made by the sum rule (4.1g). It n,as found

that anv state violating (4.24) (in actuality these onl1, occurred in our tria.ls for

ó' : 0.01) caused an excess in our sum rule. Sul¡tracting off these states holvever

returned all the proba,bility sums to one) as (4.22) predicts.

Nol., returning Figure (4.3) we notice one more peculiaritl,. This is the pres-

ence of a band of "zeros", or slates rvith a high probabilitv o{ having the magnons

on the same site. This is easier to see on Figure (4.4), the dispersion relalion of the

case in question but t'ith ¡{ : 40, \4/e see that this l¡and starts at approximately

the place rvhere the exchange bound state enters the continuum, then spreads out

and propagates through the continuum all the wa¡'to 1l = 0. It is analogous to the

quadratic resonance state band found b1' Chiu-Tsa.o, Ler'¡', and Paulson [8] for the

case of an infinite chain.

The eflect of changing the single-ion anisotropv on these resonance states is

evidenl bv once a.gain looking at Figure (4.6). \4/e see that increasing á, causes a

dorvnrvard shift in the resonance energies, and a decrease in their promina.ce. This

is exactlv the opposile the efect rve get rvhen *'e increase the spin (see Figure (4.7)).

Comparing the first plot on Figure (4.6) u'hich has 
^9 

: 1, to Figure (4.7) (the same

case bul u'ith .9 = 2) r.'e see that the resonance band in the latter is indeed broader,

and shifted slightly higher in the continuum. As rvell, u,e see that doubling the spin

has the effect of doubling the entire u'idth o{ the continuum.

The ellect on the resonance band of decreasing the spin to ,t = å is a moot

question. This, of course, is because when ,9 : ] it i" impossible to have two

magnons on the same site. Hence the single-ion bound state and the quadrupolar

resonance states do not even exist *,hen g : ]. From Figure (4.g) we can see this

as rvell as the fact that, as rve should expect, halving the spin halves the q,idth of

the continuum.
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In addition, on Figure (4.8) rve see thal there is a long dashed line running

through the bound states of o.r dispersion relation. This dashed line represents the

exchange bound state given in lvfattis [25] fo¡ the identical case as ri,as plotted, but

in the thermod¡'namic limit as the number of particles goes to infinity. \{¡e see that

our finite bound stales fall exactly on this line, giving us confidence in our results.

Nou', before Ìl'e get too far ahead of ourselves, it ivould be beneficial to discuss

some problens that arose in the plotting of Figures (4.4 ) and(4.8). \4¡hen generating

all the states for the.9:2 dispersion relation, Figure (4.8), it rvas found that our

sum rule (4.19) did not seem to hold true. The sum of all the P,,,s rvas neither

consistent nor of a simple fraction or integer in value. This situation rvas exacerbated

upon attemping trials u'ith even larger values of spin. Thus, in Figure (4.8) there

was no lva)¡ of telling if all the states had been generated.

As rvell, upon inspection of Figure (4.4) rve can clearll' see that some of these

states, in this case bound states, are missing, The reason this occurred l,as because

of the large number of particles u'e used for this trial. In order to obtain all the

states it l'ould have required considerable time and effort, not to mention a fair

amount of computer time. This v'as nol expended since the pupose for generating

this particular plot *'as twofold, lo shos' the quadrupolar resonances in a clearer

fashion and lo demonstate that one can calcula.te the DOS from these plots. Both

of these purposes do not require the use o{ the bound states. \4¡e have already dealt

rvith the {ormer and norv u'ill talk about the latter.

These aformentioned DOS plots are given in Figure (4.5). These could ha,ve

been plotted for the /Í : 12 dispersion relations bul that would have given us

onlv six plotiing points. By increasing the number of particles to 40 the number

of states for any I( is inc¡eased to around 20. These points were lhen fitted with

splines to produce a smooth curve. The DOS plots shonn are onlv representative,

as in aciuality the DOS of any of the P,,'s on anv slice of constant K could have

been plotted just as easily.
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The next plot rve can look a1 is given in Figure (4.g). By comparing this plot

lo Figure (4.3) rve can see the effect of changing the exchange anisotropv constant

p. Reducing p has the efect of reducing the rvidth of the continuum, thus giving

us a clearer look at the bound states, In addition, this red'cti.n seems to have

expedited the hybridisation interactions betrveen the bound states as novi, the log,er

state seems almost to l¡e exclusi'eh' single-ion in characler. Further reduction of p

s'ould, of course, eventuallv lead to a collapse of the contin.um into a single branch,

the result rve u'ould expect in the Ising case.

Norv last but not leasl lve investigate the effect of adding an external magnetic

field to the problem. This is done on Figures (4.10) and (4.11)

On Figure (4.10) we keep the single-ion anisotropv term positive and adrl a

positive magnetic field. This seems to ha'e had ihe rather uninteresting effecï of

merelv raising the entire spectrum of states upu'ards. I\tlore interesting results rvere

obtained *'hen rve allou'ed the single-ion anisotropv term to assume negative 
'alues.

From equation (42.16) u'e see that for the isotropic exchange case (p : 1) this

situation can occur rvhenever r¡'e ha.ve ?l > 0. The fact that this situation is possible

intuitivelv makes sense, as a positive magnetic field *'ould tend to counteract the

effects of a negative ór term, *'hich normally rvould cause the spins to rvant to align

in a planar orientation and thus make the entire problem exceedingly more difficult.

Note that if the ")" sign in (42.16) is actually an equality then rl,e say that the

magnetic field is at it's critical value.

So proceeding, r\¡e novi' take a look at the plots on Figure (4.11). The major

resuli of adding a magnetic field and a negati'r'e single-ion anisotrop¡,is then ob'ious.

In all cases the single-ion bound state is flipped above the continuum. As rve increase

the magnitude of this field then this bound state rises further and further from the

continuum. The continuum itself and the exchange bound state seem relatively

unaffected. The one exception occurs rvhen we do not set the magnetic field to it's

critical value. In this case both the bound state flipping and the shi{ting of the
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continuum are seen to occur. These results are consistent l'ith those obtained bv

Papanicolau and Psaltakis [27] for the case ol 1{ - r oo.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

Thus in this thesis we have demonstrated the usefulness of the Bethe ansatz tech-

nique for determination of dispersion relations and hence the Dos for flnite chains

rvith various anisolropies. From these dispersion relations we 1ryere able to see both

the single-ion and exchange bound states. As well, we determined that some sort of

sum rule existed, análogous to a sum rule derived for the case of an infinite chain.

Changing the single-ion anisotropy constant was seen to switch the character

of these bound states, in addition to lowering an observed band of resonance states.

This was in contrast to the effect of increasing the spin, which raised and broadened

the resonance band, as well as increasing ihe width of the continuum. Adding a

magnetic freld merely raised the entire spectrum upwards, while the addition of a

magnetic field in conjunction with a lorvering of the single-ion anisotropy constant

to negative values resulted in the single-ion bound state being flipped above the

continuum. Finally, we sarv that the effect of decreasing the exchange anisotropy was

to ¡educe the width of the continuum as well as expediting hybridisation inte¡actions

between the bound states. A question still remains however; ,,Does this technique

have any advantages or provide any insight that we could not obtain f¡om the more

established Green function method?",

The answe¡ to this question appears to be yes, but wiih qualifrcations. The

adva.ntage lies chiefly in the fact that this method gives us an explicit expression

for the magnon wave function, whereas use of Green functions does not. With

this explicit form of the rvave function we can theoretically calculate any property
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of the magnons that one desìres. For example, in HP,s ¡:aper expressions for the

trvo-magnon spin correlation functions li'ere derived.

Unfortunatel¡' holever, in order to obtain lhis advantage rve are subject tcr

severe limitations. Foremost amongst these is the limitation to one dimension.

and e'en in this case rve are limited to completelv integrable problems. while it
is possible to extend the ansatz to include various anisotropies, as this thesis has

shos'n, the former restrictions are inherent to the original ansatz, and hence cannot

be overcome.

On the other hand, as rve lLave mentioned in the introduction, the Green

function method has been applied to problems in one, trvo, and three dimensions

with various diferent anisotropies and in some cases even NNN inte¡actions. \Á¡ith

this technique l'e are able to calculate both the Dos and obtain an explicit formula

for the bound states, all in the limit as N -, oo. The one item .we are not able to

get a. handle on is the actual l'ave function itself.

I{ ri'e desire to take the analogous thermodvnamic limìt rvhile using the Bethe

ansatz, then this too can l:e done (see for example Thompson [SZ]). In fact, for

most pa.pers this is standard procedure. Bv doing this rve ivill end up with an

explicit formula for the bound states, and *'e still ha'e an exacl formula for the

wa'e function. Holever, to take this limit rve must implicitly assume that all

eigenstates generated are complex, hence no continuum states are generated and all

information about the continuum is therefore lost.

Thus rve can see that the choice of technique largely depends on the the type

of problem rve ha'e and the kind of information u'e desire to obtain. possible

futu¡e extensions to this problem include the addition of NNN interactions, or the

evaluation of the two-magnon antiferromagneti c dispersion ¡elation. .A,t present, the

greatest interest in this lvhole area appears to be the relation between the quantum

spin chains these techniques progide a sol'tion for and non-tri'ial lattice gauge field
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theories having one space and time dimension. The relevant field theor¡, excitations

often ha'e a soliton character and are of great interest to particle physicists.
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APPENDIX 1

Sources of Anisotropy in the S¡rin Hamiltonian

Apart from the Heisenberg exchange of equation (f .Z) there may be other contri-

butions to the Hamiltonian of a ferromagnet. some o{ these rvill be det,ailed belori'.

1) Single-Ion Terms

Single-ion interactions are a result of spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling befween

the magnetic ions and crvstalline electric or applied magnetic fields. Thel, are

extremely important in determining the resonance spectra of dilute paramagnetic

salts (Bleanev and Stevens [6]). The {orn of the Hamiltonian for this f¡'pe of

anisotropy (for non-cubic crystals) ma5'be deduced to be:

Hst = -D f{s;)'- ¡t [(si)'+ (,sí),]
ii

(á1.1)

where D and F are anisotrop¡, parameters. In achainof particles,orif the symmetry

is such that the á and g directions are equivalent then -F: 0 and (41.1) describes

uniaial anisotropv. For cubic materials an effective Hamiltonian may be derived

by going to quartic powers in the spin operators (see Ketrer [20]).

One o{ the major consequences of the addition of single-ion anisotropv is the

splitting of the dispersion relation bound state into several branches. More on this

point rvill be said later in the introduction,
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2) Dipole-Dipole fnteractions

In general u,e can expand the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1.2) as a ¡rou,er series of ap-

propriate st'mmetry in .9¿ and S;+1. In this case the bilinear terms of the expansion

can be expressed as:

Eat

¡ | lsr . ,s;+r -

ltt"'s!s3, t,m: æ,s,2.
tnt

3(S. .,t,,¡+rXSr . .R;.;+r)

IÃr,r+t l2

-s- .¿... (A1.2)

(Á1.3)

For a chain, or in general if ä¡,¡11 is an axis of c¡,lindrical svmmetrv, this takes

the form:

(rvith l-R,,¡111 : l,R¡ Ã;+r = the lattice spacing,

Pa : Bohr magneton

and 9: Landé g-factor.)

The second of these terms is of the lorm of the familiar magnetic dipole-dipole

interaction. Tliis dipolar coupling betrveen NN is tvpically a thousand times smaller

than the exchange coupling, and hence can usuallv be neglected. Nevertheless, when

compared to the exchange interaction it is relati'elv long-ranged. Thus in certain

applications, such as one-magnon light-scattering, these efects may be important.

As well if one *'ere to consider next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) interactions then dipo-

lar efects *'ould play a larger part. For the purposes of this paper though u,e will

assume them to be insignificant,
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3) Exchange Anisotropy

The last term in (41.3) is frequentll' referred to as anisotropic exchange. It arises

from spin-orbit couplings in the crvstalline field (see Van \¡leck 13g]). We can take

into account this t¡'pe of anisotropv by u'riting ou¡ Hamiltonian (1.2) as:

In practice however anisotropic properties often arise not so much from this but

from our previouslv mentioned single-ion or magnetic dipolar interactions.

4) Antisymmetric Exchange

One may split the Jt"' 01 (AL2) into two parts, an antisvmmetric part and a

svmmetrìc part, The antisymmetric portion may be written in the form:

H -* / tla^çi,går + ßs;'s!+, -r r.9i^çi+rl

Horu:!D.5¡x5¡11

¡r'

H no : I{ \-1.ç' . .ç,,, )?./¿ \

(A1.4)

(,41.5)

This term s'as first explored by Dzialoshinski [12] and À4oriva [26], and hence is

commonly referred to as the Dzialoshinski- N4oriva (Dlt4) interaction. It rvas shorvn

by Dzialoshinski that a Hamiltonian of this form could provide an explanation for

spin canting in hematite and possibly several other materials such as ¡are-earth

orthoferrites, Again hotvever, for a large majoritv of naterials it appears to play a

minimal role and thus will not be included in further calculations.

5) Biquadratic Exchange

If one rvere to {urther expand (1.2) to higher porvers in ,9, and ,g¡11 one rvould find

that the next non-r'anishing terms are of a biquadratic nature. In this case the

isotropic biquadratic exchange rvould take the form:

(,41.6)
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Again, this t1'pe of interaction is usually neglected in calculations since the ratio of

KIJ (whete J is the exchange constant) is often of the order of 10-2 (Harris and

Orven [15]). For further in{ormation on this type o{ anisotropv one is referrerl to

Van \¡leck [39] or Pink and Tremblay [30],

6) Othel lnteractions

In addition t. the ones listed abo'e, olher more exotic forms o{ anisotropv include

electric multipole interactions, virtual phonon exchange, superexchange, indirect

exchange, and itinerant exchange. The flrsl ts'o, electrìc multipole interactions (as

produced bl' aspherical charge distributions) and virtual phonon exchange, have

thus far onh'been shorvn to be large for some of the rare-earth and actinide com-

pounds (\4rolf 140], Baker [4]). Anisotropv due to superexchange (exchange bett,een

trvo magnetic ions mediated bl'a non-magnetic ion), indirect exchange (exchange

betrveen the magnetic ions and the conduction electrons), and itinerant exchange

(exchange l¡etrveen the conduction electrons themsel.r'es) can be vert difficult to

predict and are fields in themselr'es. None of these mechanisms will be dealt rvith

an¡'Íurther.

For a much more complete and thorough treatment of magnetic anisotropy one

is referred to the excellent discussions found in I{efer [20], De Jongh and Miedema

[9], and Rado and Suhl 1341.



APPENDIX 2

The One-Magnon Problem

Consider the Hamiltonian (1.4) for a chain of lrr spin-S atoms:

NNN
H : -Jtls;sial + p(sis,!r + s;vs,v+r)l - ót(si), -HÐs:

i=t i-1 i=l
NN¡¡: -rttsis,il +;(s,rs;r + s; slr)l- ót(si), _H>si Ø2.1)

i-I rt=l i:l

l'here l'e r.vill restrict J > 0 and l'e ha.ve defined the raising and lorvering operators,

,5- a.nd ^9- in the usual rvay:

,9+ = ,9' a i.9?, and S- : Sa - islr.

\4/e r.r'ill define an unnormalised one-deviation basis for the complete chain by:

lr) = si- lo) (A2.2)

u'here l0) denotes the normalised ground stale ket u'ith all the spins aligned in the

upu'ard direction. In addition, we will assume that the one-magnon wave function

has the lolloiving form:

IÐ--l"ilt1t¡
t:1

(42.3)
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Hence rve have thar H)ó) : Ed) : ã Ë eiktl¿) :f ",o,u1n¡. (A2.4)
l-1 t=7

But using equation (42.1):

HW) = l-JI/V- 2),s? + 2^ç(^ç - 1)l - ál(¡{ - 1)S? + (s - 1)el

111/{_i)^ç+(s-1)l]ll)

_ t (;) (s,rso*, +.çi så,)tr)

: 
[-"r¡-nrs' - 2sl - ál1r¡^92 - 2s + 1] - ?{llvs - 1l]ll)

- t (;) t(,si.r;l+ s;så,)lr) (A2.í,)

To evaluate the last term in (42.5) *'e note that:

,'i,- i'r',r,ro*l,o'-,, 1)sr È rm),

s[lt) : ls(s + 1) - (s 1)s]ilo),

,s¡lo) = [s(^s + 1) - .e(s - 1)]åll),

and st ld : [s(s + 1) - .e(s - l)]ilt1n,

(where we have defined l!.ÌrL) = S r: S;l0l).

Consequently this last term can be expressed as:

t(,s/,r,+, + sì .çå1)l¿) : (slsÃ, + s;1.sr+)lr)ì:r 
: [s(s+1)- s(s- l)]àls¡lr,r+ 1)l

+ [s(s + 1) - (,ç - 1)s]åls¿llo)l

[.ç(s + 1) - s(.t - 1)]ll + 1)
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+ [,e(.ç + 1) - (,s - 1)s]ll - 1)

: [s(s + 1) - .ç(s - 1)]il1+ 1) + ll - 1)l

: 2slr. + 1) + ll - 1)1. (A2.6)

So substituting (42.6) into (42.5) t'e obtain:

Ht) = l-¡¡¡,s, - zsl- ó[¡'¡s3 - 2s - t]- ?¿Urs- lllll)' L -'l'-'

- pr sltt+ 1) + tr - 1)] Øz.T)

Nou', since .Srf l0) = 0 u'e can easilv evaluate the ground state energt,, i.e.

Ì/10):t010) l'ith Eo:-NíJ32+652+'HS) (.42.8)

Hence, inserting this expression into (42.7) rve see that:

n t) - lto t 2J s + 6(2s - 1), rt) t)

-prslt!.+r)+ {-r)]. (A2.s)

we note that for g : ] the term containing the á dependence 
'anishes. This is

to be expected since for 5 = ] rve knorn, that ó DIr(Sn'), is invariant of the spin

orientation (whether the spin on any particular site is up or dorvn).

Thus making the final substitution of (42.9) into (42.4) gives us that:

¡¡ld) = I "oÀrfløo 
+ 2J s + 6(2s - 1) + ?t)W)

t=1

- pJ Sl,l.+ l) + ll 1)ll,']

: løo + 2J S + 6(25 - 1) + 71lló)

- pJ SÐ"ikt¡1t. + i) + ll - i)1. (.42.10)
t=1
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Ilorvever, the last term in (42.10) can be re-expressed as:

\' f ^ ^ 
-ì

I =t"iÀ,f,t, t¡-r t{- l)l- lI"tu,lr+r) t "ík, 
t. t¡l

¿--r Lr-t ¿r I

fN+l 1f-l I
- l! e;rt- -tt¡rn) - t eir{,'- r, n)l

Ln¡ -: '¡ 
-O l

(r'here rve have defined ¡n: ! * 1 and n = t. - 1)

I iv+l N r I
- le-;t f "to'n -) - riÀ I "'0" 1",) l {ez.-t)

L m-2 ¡r:0 I

Norv impose cyclic (Born \/on-I(arman) boundarl' conditions. Then rve ha.r'e that

]0) = l¡{) (in this case ]0) denotes a spin flip on the 0¿À site, and should not be

confused l'ill the ground state ket), l/ú + 1) : 1), and from Bloch's theorem:

"t:À'N 1 =.-+ kN :2¡À, À an integer. (,42.12)

Thus (42.11) becomes:

X - e-ik 
l(å.'-"",-,) 

* "o*r,)]

- 
"'- [(þ=;""-r-)) -"ounr,i,)]

= [å "'"",-)] r"o* *. oul

:2cos(Æ)l/). (-42.13)

Consequentlv, if rve substitute (.A2.13) back into (42.i0) we obtain:

H lÐ : [Eo + 2J S + 6(25 - 1) + 7r]lû - zpJ S cos(k)lþl : Elö)

+ E=Eo+zJS+á(2S-1) *71 _ 2pJScos(k) (A2.r4)

or e -- E - Eo:'ll+ 6(25 - 1) + 2JS[1 *pcos(fr)]. (A2.15)
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This relationship is plotted in the introduction as Figure (1.1).

Note that u'e require equation (42.15) to be positive definite. This then

pro'ides us rvith a limitation on the values of á ¿nd 11, i.e. for the isotropic case

(p = 1) "'" must have that:

11> -6(25 - 1) (A2.r6)
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APPENDIX 3

Eigenstate Generating Program

C* * * * * * x * *'t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * ** + * * * * ** * * * * * *,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
C* EIGENSTATE GENERATTNG PROGRAM *
C* *¡t 't *******+ *** *x+* ****x ** *r<*,t<*¡**+¡t x*** * *,F * * ¡* * * * * x * * * * !t,ß*¡* |t¡t**

c

TNTEGER INFER( 1), N, K, IP, M(2 ) , ]I{(9) , CVAL, FLAG , HALF, EVEN

INTEGER SIGN, QUARP, HALFP, sHIFT1 , SHIFT2, MAXAR

DOUBLE PREC]STON PHT (2), K1 (2), K2 (2 ), TEMP (100, 2), TEMPK1 (2)
DOI'BLE PRECTSION TE¡ÍPK2(2),ETE},IP(2),KAY,D]FF,QQ2(2),5
DoUBLE pREcrsr0N A(2),8(2),s2(2),pr, Eps, xp(2), cHK1, cHK2

DOT]BLE PRECISTON PROBR(2OO),MAX,SUM

DOI]BLE PREC]STON DP , HP , J , RHO , GAT'{MA

REAL KT1, KT2, KT3, KT4, KAy2, ES2, SÛt{z, pHrS ( 2), PR0BS ( 100)

COMPLEX ES

CoMPLEX*16 PHASE,X(1),rX(80),K1A,K2A
couPlEx'r.16 CDGP, cDcQ, CDSP, cDSQ , E, QQ, G, cD

couplEx'r16 pRoB(100),DEN,F2 (100),F,PHIC

EQI'IVALENCE (TP,X),(TEMPKI , K1A) , (TEMPK2,K2A)

EqUIVALENCE (PHIC,PHI), (PROB, PROBR) , (E,ETEMP)

EXTERNAL PHASE

c0t'1t't0N DP, RH0,PI, S, LAI'I1,LAM2,NIIM

DATA A/3. 2D0, 40. 0Ð0/, B/-3. zDO, -40. ODO/, N2 / 2 /,K/ 80 /
DATA EpS/ 1 . OD-12 /,pI / 3. 14159265358979 /,EVEN / 0 /
DATA TPIO/, NS TG / T2 /,KN / O /,NGTESS/I /, N/ 1 /,TTM,^X,/ 50 /
DATA CPAR/O.OOOO1/,SIGN/1/,SHIFT1/O/,SHIF12/O/

DÀTA NIIM/12l, Dplo. 01D0/, Hp / 0. oDo /,s / 2. oD} /, J / t. oÐo /
DATA RHO/1.ODO/

c*,Ì¡ß¡l(*¡t*x***(******,t*)t******'t*****t t(r<********,** ******* *'***,ix***x
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HALF=NUU/2

HALFP=HALF+1

QUARP= (HALF/2 ) +1

cAMI'lA=2*DP* (2.0D0*S-1 . 0D0)

IF (HALF'r.2 . EQ . NUU) EVEN=1

CALL UERSET(0, LEVOLD)

D0 2003 Ml{=1,K,1

GALL ZSRCH (A,8, N2 , K, IP, 52 , M, Il.l, rER)
xX (uu)=¡ç¡'1P1¡ (s2 (1), s2 (2) )

2003 C0NTINUE

ÐO 2or7 II=1,2,1
D0 2016 KK=! ,2 ,!
D0 2008 L1=KK, QI'ARP, 1

¡4¡41=51ç¡* (L1- 1 ) +SH IFTl
L3=HALFP-IABS (LAM1 -SHIFTt )
D0 2008 L2=L1 , L3, 1

LAM2=L2 - 1+SHTFT2

CVAL=0

D0 2002 JJ=1 , K, 1

x (1) =rx ( JJ)
CALL ZAI{LYT (PHASE, EPS, NSIC, KN, NGITESS ,

* N, X, ITMAX, INFER, IER)
IF ( INFER ( 1) , GT . TTI.{AX) GoTO 2oo2

CVAL=CVAL+1

rEllP (cvAL 
' 

1) =ïP( r)
TEIÍP(CVAL,2)=xP(2)

2OO2 CONTINUE

lF (cvAt.EQ.0) GoTo 2oo8

D0 2005 J1=1, CVAL, 1

CHK1=TEMP(J1,1)

cHK2=TEMP(J1,2)

FLAG=0

D0 2006 J2=J1 , CVAL, 1

DIFFl=DABS (TEMP (J2,1) -cHKl)
DIFF2=DABS (TEMP (J2,2) -CHK2 )
IF (DIFFI.cT.CPAR.0R.DrFF2.cT,CP.AR) c0T0 2006

FLAG=FLAc+1

2006 GoNTINUE
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IF (FLAG . cT. 1) c0T0 2005

PHI ( 1) =cHK1

PHI (r) =ç¡¡¡2
K1 (1) = ( 2 *P r*LAMI +PH I ( 1) ) /NUtf

K1 (2)=n¡¡112¡7¡*
K2 ( 1 ) =(2*pr*LAM2-pHr ( 1 ) ) /NTn'{

K2 (2) = (-r) *Pui (2) /NuM

KIA=DGI{PLI (K1 (1 ), K1 (2) )
K2A=DcltPLX (K2 (t),K2 (2) )
E=J* (4 . 0* S+GAI'II{A+2 r,HP

* -2 . o*RHOxSx (CDCOS (X1A) +CDCoS (K2A) ) )
TF (ABS(SNGL(ETEMP(2))),GT.1.OE-5) GOTO 2OO5

KT1=SNGL (TEMPK 1 ( 1) )
KTz=SNGL (TEIlPK1(2) )
KT3=SNCL (TEMPK2 ( 1) )

Kra=sNcL(TEMPK2(2))

PHIS (1) =SNCL (PHI (1) )
PHIS (2) =SNGL (PHI (2) )
Es2=sNcL (ETEMP ( 1) )
KAY= ( 2*PT* (LAI'I1+LAM2 ) /NU},I)

KAY2=SNGL (KAY)

QQ= ( 2,rpI+ (LAM1_LAtr2)+2*pHrc) / NirM

cDcP=cDcos (pHIc / 2) + (r. 0D-20, 1 . 0D-20)
cDSP=CDSIN(PHT? / 2) + (r. 0D-20, 1 . 0D-20)
cDcq=ç¡sst ltt/2) +(1. 0D-20, 1. 0D-20)
cDsQ=cDsIN(QQ/2)+(1. 0D-20, 1. 0D-20)
cD= ( cDcP*cDcQ+cD s Q *cDSP )

¡r( / ( 2 . 000'+RH0,* S *CDCQ'+DC0S (KA'f / 2) -Dp)
* + (1.00-20,1.0D-20)

c= ( (2.0D0*s-1 .000) /s) * (2.0D0*RH0*s

x *DC0S (KAY/2) *CD) x'Ì2+ ( 1.0D-20,1. OD-20)

F=(0.0D0,0.0D0)
D0 2001 JJJ=I , HALF,1

F2 (JJJ) =2.0D0* ( (1 .000,1 .0Ð-20)+CDC0S (QQ*JJJ-PHIC ) )
F=F+2.000xF2(JJJ)

2OO1 CONTINÌ]E

IF (EVEN.EQ.1) F=F-F2(HALF)

]F (CDABS (F) . LT. 1 . OD-4. AND.
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* CDABS(c).LT.1.0D-4) G0T0 2oO7

DEN=2. 000{, (2. 0D0'+S-1 . ODO)'*c+S*F
pR0B (1) = (2.9¡0xc* (2. ODO*S-1 . ODO) /DEN)
PRoBS ( 1) =sNGL (PRgBR ( 1) )
ttAx=PR0BR ( 1)

. MAXAR=O

SW=PROBR ( 1 )

D0 2011 LL=1 , HAIF, 1

PRoB (LL+1) =2 ' 0D0,* S*F2 (LL) /DEN

IF (EVEN.EQ. 1.AND.tL.EQ.HALF)
+ PR0B(Lt+r)=p¡93(LL+1)/2.0D0

suM= sIDI+PR0BR ( 2 *LL+ 1)

PRoBS (LL+1) =sNGL (PRoBR ( 2'*LL+1) )
IF (PRoBR(2*LL+1).LT.r'rAX) G0T0 2 011

MAX=PR0BR(2*LL+1)

MAXAR=LL

2OL7 CONTINUE

rF (DABS (St]]'{-1.0D0) . LT.1 . OD-4) G0T0 2021

SI'M2=SNcL ( sUM)

l.lRrrE(6, 2014) LAU1, LAM2, SUr.{2, pHrS (1 ), pHIS ( 2)
MAXAR=300

G0T0 2021

2007 D0 2010 I=1 , HALFP, 1

PR0BS (I) =0.0
20 10 CONT]NI¡E,

MAXAR=300

202! rrRrTE(14,2009) KAy2,LAlrl,LAr'{2,pHIs,ES2,]{AXAR
r,rRrTE(14,2004) (pno¡s(Nlv),NN=1,HALFp, 1)

2OO5 CONTINUE

2OO8 CONTINÌJE

STGN=STGN* (-1)
20T6 CONTTNI'E

SHIFTl =SHIFTl -QUARP

SHIFT2=SHIFT2+QU,ARP

2017 C0NT]NUE

2009 FoRMAT (2X,F9. 5, 2X, r2,2X.,T2, 2X,F9. 5, 2X,F9. 5, 2X, F9. 5, 2X, 13)
2004 FoRMAT (7 (2X, F9.5) )
2014 F0Rl,lAT (2X,'L1=' ,I2,2X, 'L2=, ,12,2X, ' 

gtrt'f= , 
, D14 , 6 ¡ 2X ¡
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* 

' 
pfil= r 

, !'9 . 5 , F9 . 5 )
STOP

END

C******+xxx**¡t****,ß:* )t*****¡I*x**** **)***** ** ¡*** * x+ t(++** ******* *¡*:+

CoMPLEX FUNCTI0N PHÂSE*16 (Z)

c0t4M0N DP, RH0 , PI, S , LAMl ,LAM2,NUI,I

CO¡,IPLEX* 16 Q , FIRST, SECOND, Z, CQ , SQ , CZ, SZ

DOÏ]BLE PRECISION P], KK, CK, DP, RHO, S

KK= (2.0D0*prx (LAlr1+LAH2) ) /NuM

Q= ( 2 . 0D0,r.PI* (tAI{1 -LAt{2 ) +2xz) /NuM
cQ=cDcos (Q/2. 0D0)+(1. oD-10, 1. OD-10)

sQ=cDsrrrr(Q/2. 0Ð0)+(1 . oD-10, 1. OD-10)

CZ=cDcos (Z/ 2.0D0) + (1 . oD-10, 1 . oD-10)
SZ=oDSIN(Z/2. oDo)+(1. OD-10, 1. OD-10)
CK=DC0S (KKl2. 0D0)+(1 . oD-10)
sEc0ND=cz* (2,*RHO*s*cK*cQx ( RH0*cK-cQ ) +Dp* (cQ_2*RH0*s*cK) )
¡¡¡51=5qx52,* (2*RH0*S*CK* (RHO* (2. ODO,*S-1 . ODO) xC6+çq¡ -pp¡
PHASE=F IRST- SEC0ND

RETITRN

END
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APPENDIX 4

Eigenstate Sorting and Plotting Program

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * + * * * ¡t * * * x *,t x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * *
* E]GENSTATE SORTING AND PLOTTING PROGRAM *
*'+ *'* * * * * * * * * * >t * * ¡*'t * + * * x * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x't * * + * * * * * * :* * )* ¡t

GOPTIONS cOLORs= (BLACK) ;

0PTÌoNS MISSING=r U, ;

DATA DSNO;

DP=-1.00;

HP=l.00;

RH0=1 ;

J=l ;

TITLE1 F=TRIPLEX H=3 ( 2-MAGNON DISPERSION RELATION,;

TITLE2 F=TRIPIEX H=2
¡ (N=12, S=1, J=1. OO, RHo=1. OO,D=-1. OO,H=1. OO)' ;

* 300 ==> ZERO PROBABILITY STATE

400 ==> DISPERSION RELATI0N BOIINDARY;

LABEL KAY2=K/PI;

LABEL E=E;

PI=3.14159265;
PI2=3 . 1416;

61141,¡¡=2*¡p* (Z*S_1) ;

KEEP E KAYZ PNIIM;

D0 N=0 T0 50 BT 1;

KAY=NxPI/50;

KAY2=NxPI/ ( 50xPI2 ) ;

E=J* (4* S+GAUMA+2 *Hp-4*RH0 *S r, C0 S (KAy/ 2 ) ) i
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PNUM=400;

OÏITPUT ;

END;

D0 I'l=50 T0 0 BY -1;
KAY=MxPI/50;

KAYz=U*P1l(50*PI2);
E=J,r (4*S+GAÌ'IUA+2*Hp+4*RH0xS xC0S (XAy/2 ) ) i
PNIIII=400;

OUTPÏIT ;

END ;

DATA TEMP1;

INPUT KAY Ll L2 REP TMP E PNI]T,I PO P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6;
CARDS;

3.14159330 001000000
3.14159 33 0 010100000

DATA DSN1;

SET TEIiIPI;

DROP HP DP;

HP=1.00;

DP=-1.00;

NUIII= 12 ;

IT INT(NI'I.1/2)*2 NE NIIM THEN DELETE;

]F S<.52 AND PO>.5 THEN DELETE;

IF p0>.5 THEN E=4*J*S+4*DpxJx (S_1) +2*Hp*J;

ELSE E=J,r (4*S-1) +2*Dp*J,r ( 2*S_1) +2*Hp*J;
DATA TEMP2;

TNFILE I,¡SCOTT FTOUOVER;

TNPI'T KAY L1 t2 REP TMP E PNUT.{ PO P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6;
DROP CK CQ PT NIIM DEN S;

Nrn"l= 12 ;

DP=.01;

RH0=1 ;

S=,5;
PI=3 . 14159265;

IF P0=100 THEN P0=. ;
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IF P1=100 THEN P1=. ;

IF P2=100 THEN P2=. ;

IF P3=100 THEIII P3=. ;

IF P4=100 THEN P4=. ;

IF P5=100 THEN P5=. ;

IF P6=100 THEN P6=. ;

cK=cos ( (Pr*,(Lr+r2) ) /NuM) ;

cQ=cos ( (Pr* (11-12 ) +REP) /NUu) ;

DEN=2*RH0*SxCK*CQ ;

*IF ABS (DEN-DP) <1 , OE-4 THEN DELETE;

DATA DSN2;

SET DSN1 TEMP2;

DATA DSN3;

SET DSN2;

KEEP KAY2 E PNIJ14;

PI2=3. 1416;

KAY2=KAY/PI2;

PRoC SoRT DATA=DSN3 oIIT=DSN3 NoDUP;

BY PNIIM KAY E ;

DATA DSN4;

SET DSN2;

DROP PNTIH;

I=0;
l-r.

N=12;

PI=3.1415926536;
.ARRAY F]JR(6) FIJRl-FTJR6;
ARRAY FIJI (6) FIJI1-FIJI6;
FLAG=0 i

IF It{P=. THEN DELETE;

D0 K=l T0 6;
IF K=3 THEN I=1 ;

cAl'î'lA=ExP ( (-1) *IMpx ( (r/N) - (J/N)+. s) ) ;

T1= ( 2*pI¡*L1+REp) * t/N
+ (2*PI*L2-REP) r, J/N+REP/2 ;

T2= ( 2*pI*L1+REp),r J/N
+ ( 2'*PIXL2-REP) *I/N-REP/2;

FIJR (K) =R0I'ND (C0S (T1 ),icÀr'ffA+C0S (T2) /cAUltA, . 1 ) ;
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FI JI (K) =ROIJND (S IN (T1 ) *CAMMA+S TN (T2 ) /GAM},IA, . 1 ) ;

TF FIJR(K)=o 0R FLAG=I THEN c0 T0 SKIP;

IF FIJR(K)<O THEN DELETE;

FLAG=1;

SKIP: J=J+1 ;

END ;

DATA DSNS;

SET DSN3 DSNO;

DATA DSN6;

SET DSN2;

DROP PNUM;

DATA ÐSN7;

SET DSN4;

DROP L1 L2 REP ]I.,IP I J I( G,AI,IMA T1 T2 N PI;
PR0C GPL0T DATA=DSNS;

PL0T E*KAY2=PNII,I /NoLEGEND;

SYMBOL1 V=0 I=NONE;

SY¡jBOL2 V=1;

SYPIBoL3 V=2;

SYÌ,lB0L4 V=3;

SYIIIB0t5 V=4 i

SYMB0L6 V=5;

'* SYI{80L7 V=6;

sYIitBoLg V=STAR;

SYI'180L10 V=N0NE L=2 I=SPLINE;

F00TN0TE1 F=S IMPLEX
r ''*'' DENOTES A STATE OF ZERO TOTAL PROBABILITY
(A TRIvTÀL STATE),;

PROC SORT DATA=DSN6 0IIT=DSN6 NOÐÛP;

BY KAY E PO P1 P2;

PROC S0RT DATA=DSN7 OIIT=DSN7 NODUP;

BY KAY E PO P1 P2

FIJR1 FIJIl FIJR2 F]JI2 FTJR3 F]JI3 FIJR4 FIJI4
FTJRS F]J]5 FIJR6 FTJI6;

PRoC PRINT DATA=DSNo;

VAR KAY L1 L2 REP II'IP E PO P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6;

BY KAY E;

TITLE T VALUES t]F ALL GENERATED STATES';
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DATA DSN8;

SET DSNT DSN1;

PROC PRINT DATA=DSN8;

VAR KAY E PO Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6;

BY XAY;

SITM PO Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6;

TTTLE T SUM OF PROBJ,B]LIT]ES FOR DIFFERENT X VALUES' ;
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